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ABSTRACT
SKOLASTIKA PRITANIA NIRWESTI. A Study on Grammatical Meanings
of Finite Verb Phrases in The Jakarta Post Headline News Issued in January
2007. Yogyakarta: Department of English Letters, Faculty of Letters, Sanata
Dharma University, 2007.
Finite verb phrases are important elements in constructing sentences in
reporting news because their occurrences express clear ideas in terms of the
distinction between singular and plural of the subject, time relations and mood.
Finite verb phrases might be in the form of main verbs standing alone and
auxiliaries standing with the main verbs. These finite verbs might indicate the
grammatical meanings, which are the aspects, moods, voices and tenses. Through
the use of these grammatical meanings in certain pattern, the language of news,
which is brief, clear and straight to the point, can be discovered.
The problems to be answered in this thesis can be formulated as follow: (1)
what types of finite verb phrases that are found in The Jakarta Post headline news
issued in January 2007, and (2) what grammatical meanings of these types of the
finite verb phrases that are found in The Jakarta Post headline news issued in
January 2007.
This study was a descriptive one and the method employed in this study
covered two stages. First, the data collection, the writer identified and made lists on
the finite and non-finite verb phrases, the types of the verb phrases, moods and the
tenses of the verbs then calculated them. Second, the data analysis, the writer did
the analysis in line with the problems stated in chapter 1. Answering the first
problem, the writer identified the types of the finite verb phrases and described
them. Answering the second problem, the writer analyzed the grammatical
meanings indicated by the finite verb phrases and discussed their importance in the
news writing.
Through this study, the writer discovers some findings that can be described
as follow. Firstly, the finite verb phrases are used more frequently with 60.80% of
occurrences than the non-finite ones with 39.20% of occurrences, because they
express clear ideas in terms of the concord, time relation and mood. The types of
finite verb phrases used in the headline news are the main verbs standing alone,
which occur most frequently with 66.84%, and auxiliaries standing with the main
verbs, which may be modal (7.96%), passive (7.96%), perfective (7.16%),
progressive (3.98%), the negative do-periphrasis auxiliaries (2.12%) and the
combinations of two auxiliaries (3.98%).
The second finding is that these finite verbs may indicate the grammatical
meanings that are important in news writing. The grammatical meanings are
aspects (terminate, perfective and progressive), moods (indicative, subjunctive and
imperative), voices (active and passive) and tenses (past, present and future). The
aspects are dominated by the terminate aspect with 66.84%, while the moods are
dominated by indicative mood with 94.96%. The voices are dominated by the
active voice with 89.1%, while the tenses are dominated by past tense with 67.10%.

The general conclusion drawn from this study is that the finite verb phrases,
either main verbs standing alone or auxiliaries standing with the main verbs, which
are used in the headline news of The Jakarta Post issued in January 2007 indicate
the aspects, moods, voices, and tenses, through which the characteristics of news
language can be seen.

ABSTRAK
SKOLASTIKA PRITANIA NIRWESTI. A Study on Grammatical Meanings
of Finite Verb Phrases in The Jakarta Post Headline News Issued in January
2007. Yogyakarta: Jurusan Sastra Inggris, Fakultas Sastra, Universitas Sanata
Dharma, 2007.
Frasa kata kerja finite merupakan elemen penting dalam membentuk
kalimat berita karena keberadaan frasa tersebut menunjukkan perbedaan antara
subyek jamak dan tunggal, waktu dan mood yang jelas. Frasa kata kerja finite dapat
berupa kata kerja utama yang berdiri sendiri dan kata kerja bantu yang berdiri
bersama kata kerja utama. Frasa kata kerja finite ini menunjukkan arti gramatikal
yang meliputi aspek, mood, voice, dan waktu. Melalui penggunaan arti gramatikal
ini dalam pola tertentu, ciri bahasa berita dapat ditemukan.. Ciri bahasa berita
tersebut singkat, jelas dan mengacu langsung pada intinya,
Permasalahan yang diteliti dalam penelitian ini adalah: (1) Jenis-jenis frasa
kata kerja finite yang digunakan dalam berita utama harian The Jakarta Post edisi
Januari 2007, dan (2) arti gramatikal yang ditunjukkan oleh jenis-jenis frasa kata
kerja utama tersebut
Penelitian ini adalah penelitian deskriptif. Penulis melakukan dua tahap
dalam penelitian ini. Pertama, pengumpulan data, penulis mengidentifikasi dan
membuat daftar-daftar frasa kata kerja finite dan non-finite, jenis-jenis frasa kata
kerja finite mood dan penunjuk waktu yang digunakan lalu menghitung jumlahnya.
Kedua, analisis data, penulis melakukan analisis sesuai dengan rumusan masalah
yang terdapat di bab 1. Untuk menjawab permasalahan pertama, penulis
mengidentifikasi jenis frasa kata kerja finite dan menjelaskannya. Untuk menjawab
permasalahan kedua, penulis menganalisa arti gramatikal yang ditunjukkan oleh
frasa kata kerja finite itu dan membahas pentingnya frasa tersebut dalam penulisan
berita.
Hasil penelitian menunjukkan bahwa (1) frasa kata kerja finite lebih banyak
digunakan dari pada frasa kata kerja non-finite karena frasa kata kerja finite
menunjukkan perbedaan antara subyek jamak dan tunggal, waktu dan mood yang
jelas. Frasa kata kerja finite digunakan 60.80% dan frasa kata kerja non-finite
digunakan 39.20%. Jenis frasa kata kerja finite yang digunakan dalam berita utama
harian The Jakarta Post edisi January 2007 adalah kata kerja utama yang berdiri
sendiri (mendominasi dengan 66.84%) dan kata kerja bantu yang berdiri bersama
kata kerja utama. Kata kerja bantu tersebut meliputi modal (7.96%), kata kerja
bantu pasif (7.96%), perfektif (7.16%), progresif (3.98%), kata kerja bantu negatif
do-periphrasis (2.12%) dan beberapa kombinasi dari dua kata kerja bantu (3.98%).
(2) Jenis-jenis frasa kata kerja finite ini dapat menunjukkan arti gramatikal
yang penting dalam penulisan berita. Arti gramatikal tersebut meliputi aspek
(terminate, perfektif dan progresif), mood (indikatif, subjungtif dan imperatif),
voice (aktif dan pasif), dan waktu (lampau, sekarang dan yang akan datang). Aspek
didominasi oleh terminate dengan 66.84%, sedangkan mood didominasi oleh
indikatif dengan 94.96%. Voice didominasi oleh aktif dengan 89.1%, sedangkan
penunjuk waktu (tense) didominasi oleh past tense (lampau) dengan 67.10%.

Kesimpulan umum yang dapat diambil dari penelitian ini adalah bahwa
frasa kata kerja finite yang digunakan dalam berita utama harian The Jakarta Post
edisi January 2007, baik berupa kata kerja utama yang berdiri sendiri maupun kata
kerja bantu yang berdiri bersama kata kerja utama, menunjukkan aspek, mood,
voice dan waktu. Melalui penggunaan arti gramatikal tersebut, ciri penulisan berita
dapat diketahui.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A.

Background of the Study
O’ Grady, Dobrovolsky and Katamba (1997) state that all languages and all

varieties of a particular language have grammars that enable their speakers to
express any proportion that the human mind can produce. Grammar, he writes, is a
mental system that allows human beings to form and interpret words and sentences
of their language (O’Grady et al., 1997: 4, 6). In other words, grammar is
importantly needed in our language to help us to form correct sentences and to
understand them. The most basic element in an English sentence is the verb (Yule,
1998: 54).
A verb is part of predication that implies that something new is being said
about a ‘subject’. In addition, a verb can be finite and non-finite (Leech and
Svartvik, 1994: 397). The finite verb, which is the main topic of this study, permits
a distinction between singular and plural of the subject and shows the time relations
and indicates mood (Quirk et al., 1980: 71-72). From these characteristics, we can
see that finite verbs are compulsory elements in constructing sentences, for
sentences sometimes do not need subjects or other elements (e.g. imperative
sentences). Finite verbs may construct a bigger form called finite verb phrase. The
finite verb phrase is the verb phrase that has the finite verb in it, such as main verb
and auxiliaries, either primary auxiliaries such as be, have and do, or modal
auxiliaries such as may, might, should, will, can, etc. (Quirk, et al., 1980: 72).
Related to this study, finite verb phrases are important elements in constructing
1
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sentences in reporting news, because, having the characteristics stated before, the
finite verb phrases express clear ideas in sentences in terms of the distinction
between singular and plural of the subject, time relations and mood.. This suits to
what Miller (1969: 48) notes that clarity is essential (in journalism language).
Related to this fact, this thesis will mainly concern the occurrence of the types of
finite verb phrases. Studying deeper, the grammatical meanings these verbs
indicate will also be discussed.
News is a first report of an important event that can attract the public
(Hepwood as cited in Sam Abede Pareno, 2003: 6, my translation). In addition,
Suhandang (2004: 103, my translation) argues that what is accepted and read by the
public is the report, instead of the event itself. Furthermore news has some
characteristics that distinguish it from other texts. Firstly, the language of news
must be brief, clear and straight to the point, because it is read more hurriedly than
any other medium of communication (Miller, 1969: 49). Miller notes that the
language of the newspaper must be such that “he who runs may read” (1969: 49).
Moreover, Mott writes that the press who generally writes the news is an institution
of society and, therefore, the agency of mass communication (1957: 1). From this
statement, a journalist must have a high moral responsibility to deliver the fact to
the readers and a sense of objectivity to be fair in disseminating news by not
coloring the news with his or her own judgment. News must also be attractive to
readers who generally like current issues, because as stated by Maulsby (as cited in
Pareno, 2003: 6, my translation), news is basically an accurate and objective
announcement about valuable and recent facts that can attract readers of the

3

newspaper. One of some English newspapers in Indonesia that is worthy to be
studied is The Jakarta Post.
The Jakarta Post headline news is chosen because, as the largest English
language newspaper in Indonesia with an average circulation of around 35,000
copies (www.wikipedia.org), its headline news must be able to offer the facts
confidently and offer something that can be proven to gain readers’ trusts. In fact, it
has become a trusted newspaper in Indonesia since 1983 and had been read by
41,049 subscribers in December 1998. The transmission of the Post done every
morning in digitalized format via modem to three main computers in New York,
London and California, each of which owned by Chamber World Network, Reuters
and Dialog, proves that this newspaper is read by people not only inside Indonesia.
After receiving two awards in 1991 and two more in 1993, The Jakarta Post again
received the International Newspaper Marketing Association – Editor & Publisher
Award, by winning first place among newspapers with circulations under 50,000
copies daily in the category of public relations printed materials in 1994
(www.thejakartapost.com).

B.

Problem Formulation
The problems to be studied in this thesis can be formulated as follows:

1.

What types of finite verb phrases are found in The Jakarta Post headline
news issued in January 2007?

2.

What grammatical meanings of the types of finite verb phrases are found in
The Jakarta Post headline news issued in January 2007?

4

C.

Objectives of the Study
This thesis has two main objectives. The first objective is to find out the

types of finite verb phrases. Types of finite verb phrases that are expected to be
found in the texts are main verbs standing alone, and auxiliaries standing with the
main verbs. The auxiliaries can be either primary auxiliaries, or certain modal
auxiliaries. Furthermore, this thesis is also aimed to know some grammatical
meanings indicated by the finite verbs, which include the aspects, moods, voices,
and tenses.

D.

Benefits of the Study
Hopefully, after reading this thesis, the readers and the writer are able to

understand the types of finite verb phrases and what grammatical meanings they
indicate. Through the examples and analysis given, the readers and the writer will
be able to identify various types of finite verb phrases, which may be main verbs
standing alone and auxiliaries standing with the main verbs, so that later, the
readers are able to understand what grammatical meanings the finite verb phrases
indicate, which are the moods, voices, aspects and tenses. As a further advantage,
the readers and the writer are able to use the correct form of finite verb phrases in
creating logical and understandable sentences.

E.

Definition of Terms
Related to this study, there are some terms that are used in this thesis,

namely verb phrase, finite verb phrase, main verb, auxiliary verb, news, headline
news, and not less importantly, the term grammatical meaning used by the writer.
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A verb phrase might be identified as a phrase that may consist of just the
main verb or contain one or more auxiliary verbs before the main verb (Leech and
Svartvik, 1994: 396), and the finite verb phrase is the verb phrase that shows the
tenses, the concord between the subject and the finite verbs, the moods, and it has
the finite verb forms, such as main verbs and auxiliaries (Quirk et al., 1980: 71-72).
A main verb is the type of verb that can be either regular or irregular and it
has base form; the basic, uninflected form which is given as the entry form in
dictionaries (Leech and Svartvik 1994: 300). As an addition, auxiliary verb is, as
their name suggests, ‘helping verbs’ that includes primary auxiliary like be, and
modal auxiliary like can (Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 240).
The next term, which is related to the corpus of this thesis, is news. News is
a right and objective announcement from facts that have values and have just
happened that can attract readers of certain newspapers (Maulsby as cited in Sam
Abede Pareno, 2003: 6). Headline news, from which the data of this study are
going to be collected, may be defined as the most important story of today’s
newspaper (Reddick, 1941: 250).
Lastly, the writer uses the term grammatical meanings to refer to the
meanings produced by the forms of the finite verbs based on the characteristics of
the finite verbs (Quirk et al., 1980: 71-72), which include the aspects, moods,
voices and tenses.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

In this chapter, the writer will discuss some studies that have been
conducted related to the topic, the theories as the base of the analysis, and how
significant the theories are in answering the problems.

A.

Review of Related Studies
Some studies about verbs or verb phrases and language in newspaper have

been conducted by some researchers. One of them is Gregory L. Ward (1990) who
focuses on the discourse function of verb phrases preposing. Furthermore, some
studies concerning about language in newspaper are also discussed here because
this study is also focusing on the newspaper language. Firstly, Widyapuspita (2000)
studies on the use of mood and modality expressions in the job vacancy
advertisements of The Jakarta Post issued in May 1999, secondly, Primarianto
(2005) focuses on the –ly adverbs in Washington Post and The Jakarta Post
articles.
1.

The Discourse Function of Verb Phrase Preposing
Ward (1990) concerned about the discourse function of verb phrases

preposing and the analysis he made was focused on some discourses taken from
magazines, newspapers, etc. (Philadelphia Inquirer, Chicago Tribune, New York
Times, WFLN Radio, etc.). He argued that verb phrases preposing (VPP) have two
functions in discourse. Firstly, VPP functions as affirmation of the speaker’s belief
in a most important proposition that is suggested by the prior discourse. This
6
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affirmation includes three types, namely independent proposition affirmation, as in
It was necessary to pass, if I was to stay at Oxford, and pass I did... (Brideshead
revisited, 1945: 45 as cited in Language Journal of the Linguistic Society of
America Vol. 66, No. 1, March 1990: 748), which may be in the form of
consequent affirmation, as in A: Bill, you mustn’t withdraw from the race. If you
withdraw Williams wins by default. B: Then win he does. (Ward, 1990: 748),
concessive affirmation, as in Waiting in long lines to pay someone else more money
than they seem to be entitled to is lunacy. But wait in line they did Monday in
Chicago and the Cook County Suburbs… (Chicago Tribune, 8/8/89, p.3 as cited in
Language Journal of the Linguistic Society of America Vol. 66, No. 1, March 1990:
749), and lastly scalar affirmation, as seen in the following quotation:
It was ironic, he continued, that he eventually learned more from
his mother’s papers and tapes than he had directly from her. But
learn her story he did, and…
(Philadelphia Inquirer Magazine, 5/6/83, p.2 as cited in
Language Journal of the Linguistic Society of America Vol. 66,
No. 1, March 1990: 743-744).
The second function of VPP in discourse is to suspend speaker’s
commitment to belief in previous suggested and important proposition. Unlike the
affirmation function, the suggested proposition must follow from the earlier
discourse, as seen in Mark finish his thesis late, if finish it he did (Ward, 1990:
757).
2.

A Study of the Use of Mood and Modality Expressions in the Job
Vacancy Advertisements of The Jakarta Post Issued in May 1999
The first thesis, which is written by Widyapuspita (2000), focuses on the

use of modality and mood in job vacancy advertisements in The Jakarta Post.
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Actually, Widyapuspita’s thesis does not discuss the style of news writing since it
only focuses on the language of job vacancy advertisements, however, it is still
relevant with this study because it discusses modality and mood that are part of
verb phrases discussion. In her writing, Widyapuspita (2000) argued that mood
(declarative, imperative, and interrogative statements) and modality expressing
obligation, usuality, probability, and inclination in job vacancy advertisements
signify advertiser’s attitude toward what they wrote in the advertisements and the
truth value of the proposition of what they wrote. Declarative mood, she wrote, is
more frequently used to express more polite or indirect command or request in the
job vacancy advertisements. In modality expression, obligation modality is the
most frequently used; however, Widyapuspita did not mention the significance of
the frequently occurring modality.
3.

A Study of –ly Adverbs in Washington Post and The Jakarta Post
Articles
The second thesis to be discussed focuses on –ly adverb (adverb of manner)

in Washington Post and The Jakarta Post articles. Primarianto (2005) gave an
analysis about the occurrence of adverb –ly or adverb of manner in newspapers.
The findings show that there are five kinds of adverbs in Washington Post and The
Jakarta Post articles namely adverbs of manner, adverbs of place, adverbs of
degree, adverbs of frequency and adverbs of time. These adverbs occur in three
positions: initial, middle and final position.
This thesis is different from those mentioned before in that it concerns on
the finite verb phrases found in the headline news of The Jakarta Post issued in
January 2007. While Ward discusses verb phrases preposing, the writer will discuss
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the finite verb phrases. Unlike what has been written by Primarianto, the writer will
discuss the use of finite verb phrases in newspaper instead of the use of adverb of
manner and unlike what has been studied by Widyapuspita, this thesis will mainly
discuss the grammatical meanings indicated by these finite verb phrases, which
may be tenses, aspects, voices, including moods and modalities instead of all types
of moods and modalities.

B.

Review of Related Theories
Verbs and verb phrases have been commonly used in sentences as an

important part in the predication. Thus, before analyzing types of finite verb
phrases, it is important to review the theories that have been composed by some
grammarians, covering the nature of the verbs, verb phrases, finite and non-finite
verb phrases, tenses and aspects, and not less importantly the moods and passive
voice. The theories on news will also be discussed in this section.
1.

The Nature of Verbs
According to Radford, Atkinson, Britain, Clahsen, and Spenser (1999: 147),

a verb is included in lexical category or word classes, contrasted with function
words; these types are called content words. Five word classes include nouns,
verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and prepositions. Radford et al. define some ways to
distinguish verbs from nouns. In English, nouns often refer to types of concrete
objects in the world (e.g. cake, engine, moon, etc.), while verbs typically refer to
activities (collide, steal, applaud, snore). The second difference between nouns and
verbs is that both have a different range of forms: most nouns have a special form
for the plural (engine ~ engines), while verbs have a larger number of forms
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(applauds, applauded, applauding, etc). Third, nouns and verbs combine with other
words to form phrases in distinct ways. A noun will often be found preceded by a
definite (the) or indefinite article (a/an), while verbs cannot. Nouns may function
as complements as in (steal an engine, applaud the waiter), however, some verbs
may not be complements of other verbs (*steal applauding, *applaud collides).
Furthermore, nouns with article might be combined with a verb to form the whole
sentence (the waiter snores) – here, the waiter functions as subjects of the sentence,
while verbs cannot fulfill this role, and thus, the subject and complements are
arguments of verbs (1999: 147-148).
2.

Verb phrases
Verb phrases may consist of just the main verb as in She writes several

letters every day (Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 396), or contain one or more auxiliary
verbs before the main verb She is writing a long letter home and Those letters
might never have been written, if you hadn’t reminded her (Leech and Svartvik,
1994: 396).
From the examples given above, the main verb is write, the auxiliary is is
(be) and might. Thus, verbs may be in the form of main verbs and auxiliaries, and
auxiliaries consist of primary auxiliary verbs (do, have, be) and modal auxiliary
verbs (may, might, can, etc.).
a.

Main Verbs
Main verbs are either regular (e.g. call, like, try) or irregular (e.g. buy,

drink, set) (Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 300). Regular means that we can state all the
verb forms of an English verb once we know its base form. The base is the basic,
uninflected form which is given as the entry form in dictionaries. Furthermore, the
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examples of the irregular verbs are buy ~ bought, bought or drink ~ drank, drunk
(Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 300).
Leech and Svartvik (1994: 300) write that verbs have four forms:
1)

The base as in call

2)

The –s form, which is also called the third person singular present. This
form is built by adding –s or –es to the base, either regular verbs, as in calls
and presses, and irregular verbs, as in buys and drinks.

3)

The –ing form or the present participle. This form is formed by adding –ing
to the base of both regular, as in pressing and playing, and irregular verbs,
as in buying and drinking.

4)

The –ed form of regular verbs is formed by adding –ed to the base, and
corresponds to two forms of many irregular verbs (1994: 300-301), as can
be seen as follows:

Table 1. Regular and irregular verbs in –ed forms
-ed form

Base of regular verbs
press

Past form
pressed

Past participle
pressed

play

played

played

help

helped

helped

Base of irregular verbs
Past form
drink
drank
know
knew
hit

b.

hit

Past participle
drunk
known
hit
(Leech and Svartvik 1994: 301)

Auxiliaries
Leech and Svartvik define auxiliary verbs as the helping verbs (1994: 240).

Auxiliaries do not make up a verb phrase on their own but help to make up a verb
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phrase in combination with a main verb, as seen in I’m working all day today and I
can even work at weekends if you need me (Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 249).
An auxiliary verb can also occur without a main verb, but only where the
main verb is omitted because it is supplied by the earlier context, as in I can speak
French as well as she can (Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 240).
The term auxiliaries often refer to the primary auxiliaries do, have, and
be. Each type will be specifically explained in the followings.
i)

Do
The peripheral auxiliary do is the most neutral or ‘auxiliary-like’ of all the

auxiliaries (Quirk et al., 1980: 77). It has no individual meaning but serves as a
‘dummy operator’ in sentence processes. The auxiliary do has the following forms:
Table 2. Finite Do forms

Present
Past

Non-negative
do
does
did

Uncontracted Negative
do not
does not
did not

Contracted Negative
don’t
doesn’t
didn’t
(Quirk et al., 1980: 77)

The forms of do include the gerund doing and the past participle done.
These forms are not included in the table above because they are non-finite verbs
that cannot stand alone in an independent clause.
Do, according to Leech and Svartvik (1994: 241), may be used as a main
verb as in What have you been doing today? and, as it is written by Quirk et al.
(1980: 79), do may be used in negative sentences with not where the verbs are
imperative, simple present or simple past (as in I didn’t like mathematics).
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ii)

Have
The aspect auxiliary have combines with past participle to form perfective

complex verb phrases (Quirk et al., 1980: 80). It may function as main verb and
auxiliary (Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 242). Have has the following forms:
Table 3. Finite and Non-finite Have forms

base
-s form
Past form
-ing form
-ed participle

Non-Negative
have, ‘ve
has, ‘s
had, ‘d
having
had (only as a
lexical verb

Uncontracted Negative
have not, ‘ve not
has not, ‘s not
had not, ‘d not
hot having

Contracted Negative
haven’t
hasn’t
hadn’t

(Quirk et al., 1980: 80)
iii)

Be
The auxiliary be has two functions: as aspect auxiliary, (as in He is

examining), and as a passive auxiliary (as in He is examined) (Quirk et al., 1980:
80). Be can also function as a main verb (Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 243). Be is
unique among English verbs in having eight different forms (Quirk et al., 1980:
81), as seen in:
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Table 4. Finite and Non-finite Be forms
Non-Negative
Base
present

st

be
am, ‘m

Uncontracted Contracted
Negative
Negative
am not, ‘m
not
is not, ‘s not

(aren’t,
ain’t)
isn’t

are, ‘re

are not, ‘re
not

aren’t

was

was not

wasn’t

were

were not

weren’t

-ing form

being

not being

-ed participle

been

past

1 person singular
present
third person singular
present
2nd person present,
1 st and third person
plural present
1 st and third person
singular past
2 nd person past, 1st
and third person
plural past

is, ‘s

(Quirk et al., 1980: 81)
c.

Modal Auxiliaries
Modal auxiliaries are the speaker’s judgment of the probability or the

obligation involved in what he is saying (Halliday, 1994: 75). They do not have –s
forms, -ing forms, or –ed participles, and yet, can, may, shall, and will have special
past forms could, might, should, and would respectively (Leech and Svartvik 1994:
243).
Furthermore, the modal auxiliaries have close relations with English moods.
Curme (1966: 235) notes that there is a tendency to use the modals in expressing
moods because they have more shades of meaning and are more effective in
expressing moods. The modal auxiliaries are the following:
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Table 5. Modal auxiliaries
Non-Negative
can
could
may
might
shall
should
will
‘ll
would
‘d

Uncontracted Negative
cannot, can not
could not
may not
might not
shall not
should not
will not
‘ll not
would not
‘d not

Contracted Negative
can’t
couldn’t
mayn’t
mightn’t
shan’t
shouldn’t
won’t
wouldn’t

must

must not

mustn’t

ought to

ought not to

oughtn’t to

used to
(need)

used not to
need not

(dare)

dare not

usedn’t to (didn’t used to)
need’nt
(daren’t)
(Quirk et al., 1980: 82)

Modal auxiliaries, according to Quirk et al. (1980: 97-101), contain
different meanings. Can expresses ability (be capable of, be able to, know how to),
permission (be allowed to, be permitted to), and possibility (it is possible that/to),
while could means ability, permission, and possibility. Both may and might express
permission (be allowed to or be permitted to), and possibility (it is possible that/to),
Yule (2004: 95) notes that may can also mean concession (as in You may have good
reasons, but that doesn’t make it legal). Furthermore, Quirk et al. note that the
modal auxiliaries shall and will are used to express willingness of weak volition
especially on the part of the speaker in second person (and third person in shall),
intention on the part of the speaker, mainly in first person (intermediate volition),
or an insistence (as in You shall do as I say, He will do it, whatever you say) and
legal and quasi legal in shall (as in The vendor shall maintain the equipment in a
good repair). Will may also express prediction (as in The game will be finished).
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Should is used in expressing obligation and logical necessity, ‘putative’ use after
certain expression e.g. it is a pity that, I am surprised that (as in It is odd that you
should say this to me), hypothetical use (first person only) in the main clause with a
conditional sub clause (= would), and tentative condition in conditional clauses (as
in If you should change your mind, please let us know). Would may be used in
expressing willingness (weak volition), insistence (strong volition), characteristic
activity (as in Every morning he would go for a walk), hypothetical meaning in
main clauses (as in He would smoke too much if I didn’t stop him), and also
probability (as in That would be his mother). Next, both must and ought to can be
used to express obligation or compulsion and logical necessity. Must is especially
used to express obligation in the present tense, except in the reported speech, had to
is used to express obligation in the past instead of must. Finally, used to is used as a
state or habit that existed in the past but has ceased (as in He used to fish for
hours).
3.

Finite and Non-finite
English verbs (phrases) may be finite and non-finite. Finite verbs are verbs

that can be limited in some ways (Curme, 1966: 52), such as in person, number
(through the use of the concords), time relation (through the use of the tenses) and
manner of conception (through the use of moods). The non-finite verbs are verbs in
the forms of the to-infinitive, the past participle, and the gerund (the ing-form).
Quirk et al. define four distinctions between finite and non finite verbs.
Firstly, the finite verbs show tense distinction (past and present tense) to express
grammatical time relations, as in He studies English and He studied English (Quirk
et al., 1980: 71-72).
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Secondly, finite verbs may occur as the verb phrase of the main clause and
there is person and number concord between the subject and the finite verb, as in I
am here, You are here, He reads, They read (Quirk et al., 1980: 71-72).
Next, finite verbs indicates mood, which is the speaker’s attitude to the
predication. Moods might be indicative (He comes in tie and jacket), subjunctive
(The committee suggest that he come in tie and jacket) and imperative (Come here
at once!).
Furthermore, finite verbs have a finite verb form, either an operator
(auxiliaries that present initially in a sentence) or a simple present (write) or past
tense form (wrote), as a contrast to the non-finite verbs forms (1980: 71-72) shown
in:
1)

the infinitive

: (to) call

2)

the –ing participle

: calling

3)

the –ed participle

: called

Leech and Svartvik (1994: 398)
As an addition, modal auxiliaries are considered as finite verbs, although
they do not have concord with the subject, as in I/you/he/they can do it (Leech and
Svartvik, 1994).
To make it clearer, the finite and no-finite verbs can be seen in the
following examples:
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Table 6. Finite and Non-finite verbs exemplified
Finite Verb (Phrase)
He writes a letter
He wrote a letter
Write a letter!

4.

Non-finite Verb (Phrase)
To write a letter is something that he likes
I saw him writing a letter
He has the letter written by his secretary
(Based on Quirk et al., 1980: 72)

Tenses and Aspects
According to Quirk et al. (1980: 84, 87), English has only two tenses: past

tense and present tense. There is no obvious future tense in English corresponding
to the time/ tense parallel for the present and past. The futurity in English can be
denoted by verbs either in the present form or in the past form, as it is described
later.
a.

Simple Present
Simple present refers to present time and includes four types of expressions:

1)

Present without reference to specific time (Quirk et al., 1980: 85). The
present state may stretch indefinitely into the past and future (Leech and
Svartvik 1994: 66) like in I’m hungry and Do you like coffee?(Leech and
Svartvik, 1994: 66). This function includes ‘eternal truth’ as in Two and two
makes four or Onion smells (Quirk et al., 1980: 85).

2)

The instantaneous simple present that includes commentaries (Moore
passes the ball to Charlton), demonstration (I now place the turkey in the
oven), exclamation (Here comes the winner!), performative declarations
(We acknowledge your letter) (Quirk et al., 1980: 85).

3)

Present habit, which means a repetition of events (Leech and Svartvik,
1994: 67) as in We work for a major company, I travel to London quite
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often, and It rains a lot in this part of the world (Leech and Svartvik, 1994:
67).
4)

Simple present with future time reference includes the usage in sentence
with temporal adverbial in the clause (as in The piane leaves for Chicago at
eight o’clock) or in conditional and temporal clauses introduced by if (as in
He’ll do it if you pay him) (Quirk et al., 1980: 85). It can be used in clauses
introduced by when or before as in I’ll get her to phone you when/if/before
she comes in (Leech and Svartvik, 1994:77). Furthermore, if the main
clause contains verbs such as will, after, as, before, once, until, when, as
soon as, if, even if, as long as, the simple present tense used in the sentence
can also indicate future time (Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 77). That-clause
following hope, assume, suppose, etc. can also contain verb in the present
tense referring to the future as in I hope the train isn’t late (Leech and
Svartvik, 1994: 77).

5)

Simple present with past time reference used with communication verbs
tell, hear, learn, write, etc. as in John tells me that you have been abroad
(Quirk et al., 1980: 86). Furthermore, simple present tense with past
meaning can be used in past time narrative if the events are wanted to be
expressed as vividly as if they are happening in the present. This is called
the ‘historic present’, as in Then in comes the barman and tries to stop the
fight (Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 73).

b.

Simple Past
This tense is usually used to denote definite time in the past, which may

be identified by a past time adverbial in the same sentence (The parcel arrived last
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week - Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 68), the preceding language context (Joan has
become engaged. It took us by surprised - Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 69), and the
context outside the language (Did you get any letters? - Leech and Svartvik, 1994:
69). The past tense can sometimes be used when no definite time is easily apparent
as in Hello, how are you? They told me you were ill (Leech and Svartvik, 1994:
69). However, there are exceptional cases in which the past tense does not have to
refer to past time (Quirk et al., 1980: 86-87), as seen in the following:
1)

in indirect (reported) speech (as in You said you were here - Quirk et al.,
1980: 86).

2)

attitudinal past which relates to the attitude of the speaker rather than to
time (e.g. to be more polite as in Did you want to see me now? - Quirk et
al., 1980: 86). Leech and Svartvik note this as past tense that refers to
present time (1994: 68).

3)

hypothetical past (as in If you loved me, you wouldn’t say that - (Quirk et
al., 1980: 87).

c.

Future Time
To express future time, the verbs in present tenses, which are described in

1) to 7), and the verbs in past tenses, which are described in 8), can be used. The
function of the future time may be varied, based on the construction of the future
forms. There are some functions of future time used in certain expressions:
1)

to express the neutral future of prediction (Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 76).
This can be seen through the use of an auxiliary verb construction shall and
will as seen in Temperatures tomorrow will be much the same as today and
We shall hear the results of the election within a week (Leech and Svartvik,
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1994: 76). With personal subject, will and shall may suggest element of
intention (Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 76) as in I shall try to do my best
(Quirk et al., 1980: 87) and I’ll see you again on Tuesday (Leech and
Svartvik, 1994: 76). Furthermore, this construction can be used to refer to a
statement seen in the past from a point of orientation in the future as in They
will have finished their book by next year (Quirk et al., 1980: 87).
2)

to express the future as fulfillment of the present (Leech and Svartvik,
1994: 76). This is used with the be going to + infinitive construction. The
fulfillment can be based on the ‘present intention’ (especially in the
personal subject) as in When are you going to get married? (Quirk et al.,
1980: 88), or it can be based on the ‘present cause’ as in It’s going to rain
(Quirk et al., 1980: 88) and I think I’m going to faint (Leech and Svartvik,
1994: 77).

3)

to express future events arising from a present plan, program, or
arrangement, which is used through the use of present progressive as in We
are inviting several people to a party (Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 77) and
They are washing the dishes later (Quirk et al., 1980: 88).

4)

to express the conditional situation in the future (by using if, unless, etc.) or
temporal (introduced by as soon as, before, when, etc. as exemplified in
What will you say if I marry my boss? and The guests will be drunk before
they leave respectively (Quirk et al., 1980: 88). This function is seen
through the use of simple present in expressing the future time. Simple
present is also usual in expressing the future time that has the same degree
of certainty one normally associates with present and past events as in
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Yesterday was Monday, today is Tuesday, and tomorrow is Wednesday
(Quirk et al., 1980: 89). Simple present can also express immutable events
as in When is high tide? (Quirk et al., 1980: 89). Lastly, this form can also
mean future plan or program as in The train leaves tonight from Chicago
(Quirk et al., 1980: 89).
5)

to express ‘future as a matter of course’ with the construction of will/shall +
be + -ing form (Quirk et al., 1980: 89). In sentence When will you be
coming and He’ll be doing his best use auxiliary verb construction +
progressive to express future.

6)

to express the ‘near future’ by using be about to + infinitive as in We are
(just) about to leave) (Quirk et al., 1980: 89).

7)

to express arrangement with be to + infinitive (We are to be married soon),
command (You are to be back by 10 o’clock), and pre-destined (If he is to
succeed in his new profession,…) (Quirk et al., 1980: 89-90).

8)

to express future time seen from some point of view in the past, the pasttensed verbs constructions can be used, as seen in You were going to give
me your address or The time was not far off when he would regret this
decision (Quirk et al., 1980: 90).

d.

Terminate Aspect
According to Curme (1966: 55), English verbs may indicate the terminate

aspect, which represents an act as a whole, as a fact, as habitual, customary,
characteristic, or as a general truth. For example: I slept eight hours last night or
Dog barks (Curme, 1966: 55).
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e.

Perfective Aspect
Perfective in English may be in the form of present perfect that indicates a

period of time stretching backwards into some earlier time, as in John has lived in
Paris for ten years, and past perfect that contains meaning past-in-the-past, as in
John had lived in Paris for ten years (when I met him) (Quirk et al., 1980: 91).
Furthermore, the present perfect may function to denote past events with
results in the present time, as in The taxi has arrived, indefinite events in a period
leading up to the present time, as in Have you ever been to Florence?, habit in
period leading up to the present time, as in She has attended the lecture regularly
(this term), and to denote a state leading up to the present time, as in The
supermarket – how long has it been open? (Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 69).
f.

Progressive Aspect
Progressive aspect indicates temporariness – an action in progress instead of

the occurrence of an action or the existence of a state as in Joan is singing well
(Quirk et al., 1980: 92-93). Furthermore, progressive aspect can mean temporary
habit as seen in I’m playing golf regularly these days (Leech and Svartvik, 1994:
67). When always or other similar verbs are inserted, the progressive means that
the action is continuous or persistent as in Those children are always getting into
trouble (Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 68).
5.

Moods
In English, the finite verbs or verb phrases show three moods: indicative,

subjunctive and imperative. The mood is the way in which the action or state is
thought of by the speaker (Curme, 1966: 54).
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a.

Indicative
According to Curme, the indicative mood represents something as a fact, or

as in close relations with reality, or in interrogative form inquires after a fact, as
seen in the example: The sun rises every morning (Curme, 1966: 54). Furthermore,
he notes that some modals (like can, dare, shall, will) might also express the
indicatives (1966: 60, 79).
b.

Subjunctive
Next, the subjunctive mood represents something as not actually belonging

to the domain of fact or reality, but merely exists in the mind of the speaker as a
desire, wish, volition, plan, conception, and thought. This mood also represents
something that is more or less a belief, with little or no hope or faith, as seen in the
example: I desire that he do it as soon as possible (Curme, 1966: 54). In the
subjunctive construction, the main verbs are employed in the base forms, not
showing the time relations and the concord with the subjects (Quirk et al., 1980:
76) as seen in the example mentioned before.
There are three types of subjunctives (Quirk et al., 1980: 76-77): the
formulaic subjunctive (the subjunctive that is used in certain set of expressions),
the were-subjunctive (the subjunctive that shows hypothetical meaning) and the
productive subjunctive (the subjunctive that can be used with any verb in
subordinate clauses when the main clause contains an expression of will or
volition). The formulaic and were-subjunctive can be seen in the sentences Come
what may and If I were you, I wouldn’t do it (Leech and Svartvik 1994: 381)
respectively. Moreover, Leech and Svartvik (1994: 379-381) note some ways of
expressing the productive subjunctive moods. Firstly, the productive subjunctive
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can be expressed by using the verbs: advise, ask, beg, decide decree, demand,
desire, dictate, insist, intend, move, order, petition, propose, recommend, request,
require, resolve, suggest, urge, and vote (as in Public opinion demanded that an
inquiry be held - Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 380).
Secondly, some adjectives may also show the productive subjunctive. The
adjectives are anxious, determined and eager (as in She was eager that they stay
together during the storm - Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 380). Adjectives like
advisable, appropriate, desirable, essential, fitting, imperative, important,
necessary, urgent and vital can also be used with the empty-subject-it construction
(as in It is necessary that every member be informed about these rules - Leech and
Svartvik, 1994: 380). Next, some nouns can also express the productive
subjunctive:

condition,

demand,

directive,

intention,

order,

proposal,

recommendation, request, and suggestion (as in Further offences will lead to a
request that the official be transferred or withdrawn - Leech and Svartvik, 1994:
380).
There are also some alternative expressions of showing the productive
subjunctive moods. The expressions with the modal should (as in Ann suggested
that her parents should stay for supper - Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 381) and toinfinitive (as in It is necessary for every member to be informed of these rules Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 381) can be used to express productive subjunctive. In
British English, the verbs showing concord with the subjects are commonly used to
express productive subjunctive (as in He has demanded that the vehicle undergoes
rigorous trials to test its efficiency at sustained speeds - Leech and Svartvik, 1994:
381).
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Moreover, the ideas expressed in the subjunctives are closely related to
those expressed by the some modalities, which are conceptions, possibility,
necessity, desires, etc. (Curme, 1966: 61).
c.

Imperative
Lastly, the imperative mood shows the command, request, admonition,

supplication, entreaty, warning, or prohibition. The imperative mood can be seen
even in a very simple sentence consist of only one finite verb, as in Go! or Run!
(Curme, 1966: 54-55).
Moreover, the imperative mood is expressed in two ways: second person
command and first and third person command (Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 252).
The first type usually has no expressed subject as seen in Come here! (Leech and
Svartvik, 1994: 252). However, it is understood that the subject is you. In the
second type, the subject is me and us (for the first person command) and the third
person subject (for the third person command). In the first person command, the
word let is used (as in Let me have a look at your essay or Let us go and eat Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 253). In the third person command, the word let may not
be used in an informal style (Now somebody open this door - Leech and Svartvik,
1994: 253) or may be used in a formal style (Let each nation decide its own fate Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 253).
In additions, moods and modalities are closely related since the definition
of mood might contain the similar point with the definition of modality. Both of
them are ways to express what the speaker thinks (something that is thought of by
the speaker or the speaker’s judgment about what he or she is saying).
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Furthermore, all grammatical meanings indicated by the finite verbs, which
are tenses, aspects, moods and voices are not mutually exclusive or restrictive. It
means that it is possible to have more than one grammatical meaning in one verb
(or verb phrase). This rule is also applicable in the use of moods and modalities. As
it is described before, the meaning of ability in modal can might stand together
with the indicative mood, or the meaning of possibility in modal could might stand
together with the subjunctive mood.
6.

Passive Voice
The passive voice is a way of phrasing the sentences so that the subject is

not responsible (directly or indirectly) for the action (Greenbaum, 1989: 77). To
form a passive construction, there are two things that must be considered. Firstly,
the active subject becomes the passive agent. Secondly, the active object becomes
the passive subject. Lastly, the preposition by is introduced before the agent. The
last thing mentioned is optional. These rearrangements are clearly seen in the
example:
The active construction: John (active subject) kissed (active verb)
Marry (active object).
The passive construction: Marry (passive subject) was kissed
(passive verb) by John (optional agent).
(Quirk et al., 1972: 802)
Furthermore, the passive construction can be formed by combining the
passive auxiliaries (is, am, are, was, and were) with the past participles in –ed form,
as in John was arrested for murdering (Neuman, 1980: 117). Additionally, it is also
possible to use the verb get and become to form passive, as in Our house get
painted every year and This newspaper become widely read in this community
(Curme, 1966: 53). The progressive forms, which are still in limited use, might also
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indicate the passive voice. The progressive forms can be seen in Our house is being
painted and There is a new bridge building (Curme, 1966: 53-54).
7.

News
The style of language in news writing is different from any other literature.

It is essential to review some theories on what news is and what its characteristics
are, to help us in closely analyzing how the style of language in news writing
differs from other literature.
a.

News and Straight News
Macdougall (1977, as cited in Suhandang, 2004: 103, my translation) states

that news that is always wanted by reporters is a report about fact involved in an
event, and yet not the event itself. Furthermore, Suhandang supports this idea by
noting that people only accept and read the report, not the event or the fact, and he
defines news as a report or announcement about every actual event that attracts
people’s attentions. Events involves fact and data available in the universe, and
what happens must be actual, meaning to say it has just happened or has just been
discussed by the public (2004: 103-104, my translation). Moreover, Suhandang
(2004: 104, my translation) notes that news might be in the form of straight news
and feature news. There is also hard news, which Suhandang does not mention in
his book. Since headline news, which is the source of the data of this thesis, is
categorized in straight news, here the writer will only review the theory about
straight news.
Straight news is news that provides facts directly or straightly to the point
(Suhandang, 2004: 104, my translation). Straight news may be in the form of
matter of fact news, which only tells the primary fact, action news, which only tells
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the action of the event or tells how certain event occurs, and quote news, which
only tells some quotations from what the figures involved in certain events said.
b.

The Characteristics of News
Pareno (2003: 6-19, my translation) notes eight indicators or characteristics

of news. Firstly, the news is containing reports. A report is a statement or
description of what has been said, seen, or done. A report is delivered by reporter
or journalist based on what has been said, seen, or done from informants. Secondly,
the news report is informative. The information can be in the form of fact gained by
the reporters that is delivered to the public. Then, news must be new. A report that
is made by reporters or journalists must be new, or currently, meaning to say that
news must be like the meal that is fresh from the oven. News that is out of date is a
report about an event that has been known by the public. Next, the news reported
must be true. In journalistics, it is important to tell true not truth. It means that
reporters or journalists must not tell the truth of certain matter as priests do, instead,
they must tell the true story based on the statements of one or some figures that are
admitted as the related persons and some credible references. The story must be
true in the form of the fact that is true in two dimensions: the existence and the
delivery of the fact.
Furthermore, news must be neutral. To be neutral, a reporter must be
justified. Therefore, there is an editorial policy as the base attitude of dealing with
certain event. A reporter must not stand in one’s side; instead, he/she must be
outside of the reported parties. In reporting the news, the reporter must think that
his/her report will not hurt certain people or companies, or parties, and so on. Then,
news must be factual. As it has been noted, fact is closely related to the true story.
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A fact means event occurs that has been known and believed definitely by
reporters, either directly or indirectly. Reporters must think clearly and get rid of
the muddy thinking, a thinking that is blurred by many needs or opinions, so that
their writing will not invite any problem. Moreover, news must contain the news
values. Events that have news value are often related to public interest or necessity,
such as: fluctuation of price of goods, supply of primary and secondary needs,
security, drinking water, electricity, traffic, and the development of transportation.
Lastly, news must be attractive to the public. News can be attractive if seven
characteristics above have been fulfilled. Thus, this last characteristic can be stated
as the output of reporters or journalists’ efforts.
Furthermore, the language of newspapers must be easy to understand,
because it is read by people from any level of education and is read under
conditions that are far from comfortable and supporting surroundings. It is also read
more hurriedly than any other medium of communication (Miller, 1969: 48-49).
This means that the language of newspaper must be clear and the ease of reading is
important (Miller: 1969: 49). Furthermore, good news writing is the one that has
reporting sentences that are go straight to the points (Miller, 1969: 52).
Lastly, Miller (1969: 53) notes that the readers of the newspaper will read
only as long as the story holds their attentions, therefore, the language of the
newspaper must be interesting. One of the ways of keeping the readers’ attentions
to the articles is by using the active voice. This is because the active voice increases
the pace of the story and increases the vigor of the style of the news report (1969:
54).
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C.

Theoretical Framework
The theories stated in the former part are importantly needed in analyzing

the problems of this thesis.
The theories that are going to be used are theories about the nature of verbs,
verb phrases, finite and non-finite, the more detailed theories about the main verbs,
primary auxiliaries and modal auxiliaries, tenses and aspects, moods, passive
voices and theories on news and news characteristics.
Before answering the first problem, the writer needs to discuss all verb
phrases used in the headline news using the theories about the nature of verbs, verb
phrases, and finite and non-finite verb phrases. The theory about the nature of verbs
might help the writer in differentiating verbs from other word classes, as it contains
the characteristics of verbs that are compared to the characteristics of nouns. Then,
verbs may construct a bigger form that is called a verb phrase; therefore, theories
about verb phrases are needed. Furthermore, verb phrases used in the headline
news might be in the form of finite or non-finite; therefore, to identify the correct
verb phrases, the theories on finite and non-finite verb phrases are needed.
Then, in answering the first problem, which is various types of finite verb
phrases found in The Jakarta Post headline news issued in January 2007, the writer
uses the more detailed theories about main verbs, primary auxiliaries and modal
auxiliaries. Related to this, the writer needs to identify that certain verbs belong to
main verbs or auxiliary verbs, and in doing this, the writer uses the theories about
the definitions of main verbs and auxiliaries. Moreover, as an attempt to answer the
second problem, which is the grammatical meanings these finite verbs indicate, the
theory about finite verb phrases is once more needed, and it is added by the theories
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about tenses, aspects, moods and voices. The theories about finite verb phrases help
the writer to identify the characteristics of the finite verbs, then the theories about
tenses, aspects, moods and voices help the writer analyzes the types of tenses,
aspects, moods and voices used in the samples of headline news articles.
Furthermore, the theories about news and the characteristics of news are needed
because the data of this study are gathered from news articles. Due to this fact, the
discussion will also cover the characteristics of news, and in doing this the writer
uses the theories about the characteristics of news.
.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

In this chapter, the object of the study is described in the first part, then, the
methodology used in conducting the research is described in the second part. The
object of this study is the finite verb phrases occur in headline news articles taken
from nine editions of The Jakarta Post issued in January 2007. Furthermore, the
methodology conducted in this research includes data collecting and data analysis.

A. Object of the Study
The main concern of this study is finite verb phrases in news writing,
therefore, the data were collected from straight news, specifically headline news, in
The Jakarta Post. As a form of straight news, headline news must be an actual
report and must deal only with fact (not containing either opinion, as in opinion
columns, or reflecting human sense, as in feature columns) and the news served
contains what, where, when, who, why and how.
Because it is impossible to use all the headline news articles of The Jakarta
Post, there was a limitation of the time of the publication. The time of the
publication is limited to The Jakarta Post issued in January 2007. The January
2007 editions were chosen because January, which opens the 2007, has a great deal
of happenings that are marked as significant events in the Indonesian history. In the
beginning of the year and month, both joy and sadness greet the New Year, as there
were joyful celebrations in The Capital and gloomy flood damage in Sumatra and
missing ferry (The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 2 nd, 2007, p. 1). There was also
33
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an air plane crash decorates the beginning of the 2007 (The Jakarta Post, Saturday,
January 6 th, 2007, p. 1). And, as if the natural disasters were not enough, a serious
battle killed 10 people in Poso (The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 23rd, 2007,
p. 1). Furthermore, the January 2007 editions were considered to be the latest
editions when the writer started doing the research.
Moreover, the writer chose nine articles of headline news from The Jakarta
Post issued in January 2007 as the samples to represent the January editions. The
articles were taken from The Jakarta Posts Tuesday, January 2, vol. 24, no. 244,
Saturday, January 6, vol. 24, no.248, Tuesday, January 9, vol. 24, no. 251,
Saturday, January 13, vol. 24, no. 255, Tuesday, January 16, vol. 24, no. 258,
Sunday, January 21, vol. 24, no. 263, Tuesday, January 23, vol. 24, no. 265,
Saturday, January 27, vol. 24, no. 269, and Tuesday, January 30, vol. 24, no. 272.
Furthermore, the Saturday edition of January 20 was replaced by the Sunday
edition of January 21 because it was a holiday in January 20 and the newspaper
was not published.
Moreover, the articles of the headline news contained 606 verb phrases
which were the object of this study. However, the analysis would be specified into
the analysis of the 366 finite verb phrases because this study was limited.

B. Method of the Study
As this study tried to observe on how the patterns of language are used in
written or spoken language (Lyons, 1995: 42), this study was a descriptive study.
The written language was observed through the reports written in the headline
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news, and spoken language was represented by the direct speeches that were
recorded in the headline news.
Since this study was restricted to the findings, the writer needed to decide
any body of text as the corpus of the study (McEnery and Wilson, 2001: 78), which
was considered through sampling and representatives by constructing a smaller
sample of the whole variety. In other words, the writer used a sample of a much
larger population (McEnery and Wilson, 2001: 78).
The writer used two steps in deciding the sampling. Firstly, the writer
decided the sampling frame – the entire population of texts from which we will
take our samples (McEnery and Wilson, 2001: 78). The sampling frame of this
study was headline news from The Jakarta Post issued in January 2007.
Next, random sampling was chosen to represent the whole sampling frame.
As it had been stated in the earlier part, the editions chosen randomly as the object
of this study were The Jakarta Post issued in 2 nd, 6th, 9 th, 13th, 16th, 21st, 23rd, 27th,
and 30th of January 2007. The writer took one headline news article in each edition,
and the data were gathered from the articles only, not form the titles because
headline news titles had their own verb patterns. The writer took two editions in
one week to represent the headline news of The Jakarta Post issued in January
2007 so that the data gathered were accurate enough to be studied. The headline
news chosen were headline news issued on Tuesdays and Saturdays. Tuesdays
were chosen to represent the beginning of the weeks, while Saturdays were chosen
to represent the end of the weeks. The division of the week was done based on the
writer’s consideration: Mondays up to Wednesdays were considered as the
beginning of the weeks, while Thursdays up to Sundays were considered as the end
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of the weeks. Thus, there were nine samples of editions of The Jakarta Post issued
in January 2007. Furthermore, this study will include two steps, the data collecting
and the data analysis.
1. Collecting the Data
The first step in collecting the data was identifying and listing all the verb
phrases. Then, the finite verbs were separated from the non-finite ones, and their
occurrences are calculated. Since this study concerned mainly about the finite verb
phrases, the next step in collecting the data was identifying and listing the types of
the finite verb phrases, which might be in the forms of main verbs standing alone
and auxiliaries standing with the main verbs. Then, related to the problem of this
study stated in chapter 1, the tenses and moods used in the headline news were also
identified and listed. The occurrences of the types of the finite verb phrases, the
tenses and moods used in the headline news were calculated so that later the
analysis would be deep: it was not only limited to the description but it gave
interpretation of the data.
2. Analyzing the Data
After collecting the data, the writer started to analyze them. The analysis
covered two stages related to the two problems to be answered in this study. The
two problems were the types of the finite verb phrases used in the headline news,
and what grammatical meanings they indicate.
However, before answering the first problem, the writer discussed the verb
phrases in general. The discussion was based on the lists of the finite and non-finite
verb phrases. Then, the writer moved on to the first problem.
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a. Identifying Types of the Finite Verb Phrases
Firstly in analyzing the data, the writer tried to identify the types of the
finite verb phrases that were used in the samples of the headline news of The
Jakarta Post issued in January 2007. The types of the finite verb phrases consisted
of main verbs standing alone and auxiliaries standing with the main verbs. The
auxiliaries include the modal auxiliaries, the voice (passive) auxiliaries, the
perfective auxiliaries, the progressive auxiliaries, and the negative do-periphrasis
auxiliaries. There were also some combinations of two auxiliaries.
b. Identifying the Grammatical Meanings Indicated by the Types of the
Finite Verb Phrases
The next step was interpreting the data by trying to find what grammatical
meanings these types of finite verb phrases indicated and discussing their
importance in the news writing. They might indicate the aspects, moods, voices and
tenses. The tenses, moods, and voices were observed in all types of finite verb
phrases (particularly, the passive aspects was observed in the use of the passive
auxiliaries). Next, the aspects are observed in the main verbs standing alone
(terminate aspect), in the use of the perfective auxiliaries (perfective aspects) and
the use of progressive auxiliaries (progressive aspects). There were also some
combinations of grammatical meanings expressed by the use of two auxiliaries.
The combinations were the combinations of modality and passive voice, modality
and perfective aspect, perfective aspect and passive voice, and the combinations of
two modalities. Theoretically, the perfective and progressive aspects are possible
constructions (Quirk et al., 1980: 90), however in the samples of headline news,
they were not found.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS RESULT

In this chapter, the findings of this research are identified, classified and
analyzed. The findings are verb phrases used in nine samples of headline news
articles of The Jakarta Post issued in January 2007.
Before answering the problems of this study, it is important to discuss all
verb phrases used in the samples of headline news articles in general.
According to the study, there are 620 verb phrases used in nine samples of
The Jakarta Post headline news issued in January 2007. The verb phrases used in
the sample of the headline news articles can be finite and non-finite. 60.80% or 377
of the 620 verb phrases are finite, while 39.20% or 243 verb phrases are non-finite.
The occurrence of finite and non-finite verb phrases can be seen in the following
table:
Table 7. The Occurrences of the Types of Verb Phrases
No
Types of Verb Phrases
1. Finite verb phrases
2. Non-finite verb phrases
Total

Occurrences
377
243
620

Percentage
60.80%
39.20%
100%

As can be seen in table 7 above, it is clear that the most frequent verb is the
finite verb phrases. Finite verb phrases are used most frequently because the
occurrences of the finite verbs are very important in sentences since any sentence
should have at least one finite verb, while the non-finite verbs cannot stand alone in
dependent clauses or are only possible in dependent clauses. Consider the
following quotations:
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1)
2)

Many existing loans also became non-performing (The Jakarta Post,
Saturday, January 13th, 2007, p.1, data no. A110).
“None of our search efforts…” said the commander of the Hassanuddin Air
Base in Makassar,…, adding the operation would continue Saturday (The
Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 6 th, 2007, p.1, data no. B27).
In sentence 1) above, the finite verb is the verb became, while the non-finite

verbs are existing (from the base exist) and non-performing (from the base
perform). In this example, the element that constructs a clause (or a sentence) is the
verb became plus the subject (many existing loans) and complement (nonperforming). The non-finite verbs existing and non-performing here does not
function as the verbs. Instead, existing here functions as an adjective that modify
the noun (loans), and performing here is an adjective that functions as a
complement in the clause. When these two non-finite verbs stand alone, they will
not construct a sentence or a clause. Instead, they will construct a noun phrase or an
adjective. Furthermore, in sentence 2), the non-finite verb adding occurs in a
dependent clause adding the operation would continue Saturday. This clause is a
dependent clause because it cannot occur alone and it must accompany the
independent clause “None of our search efforts…” said the commander of the
Hassanuddin Air Base in Makassar.
Furthermore, the occurrences of the finite verbs make the sentences or
clauses be easier to be understood. As Miller (1969: 48) states, clarity is essential
(in journalism language). The finite verb phrases give a lot of contributions to the
clarity of the language of the newspaper because of some functions that they have.
Firstly, the finite verb phrases might show grammatical time relations: past,
present, and future time and this is important because the news’ readers need the
information about the time when certain event takes place, and this is also related
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to the when in the 5W + 1H in the news characteristics. See the following
sentences:
3)
4)

5)

Thousands of people welcomed 2007 by taking to the main thoroughfares in
the capital (The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 2 nd, 2007, p.1, data no. A1).
Antara reported the team includes members of the U.S. National
Transportation Safety Board,…(The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 6th,
2007, p.1, data no. A63).
BI will require banks to strengthen their risk management on loans, …(The
Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 13th, 2007, p.1, data no. A308).
The verb welcomed in –ed form above shows that the event described

happened not in the present time, not in some time in the future, but in past time.
The finite –ed form indicates that the event described happened and completed in
the past, although there is no certain past time adverbial. Thus, the readers of the
newspaper may understand easily that there were certain people (thousands of
people) welcomed the New Year in certain point of time in the past. Next, the verb
includes in –s form shows that the event described in the sentence is considered to
happen in the scope of present time. Through the use of the verb includes, the
readers of the newspaper can easily understand that the team still exists at the very
moment the newspaper is read and that it includes some members of U.S. National
Transportation Safety Board, although there is no certain adverbial, like now or at
the moment, or at the present time. Furthermore, in the third example, the verb will
require indicates certain event that has not yet taken place in the present time, and
will happen in certain point of time in the future. Although there is no adverbial
indicating a certain point of time in the future expressed, the readers of the
newspaper may understand clearly that the act of requiring something has not yet
occurred at the moment the readers read the newspaper, did not happen in the past,
but will happen at certain point of time in the future. In other words, by using the
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finite verbs indicating the time relations, the readers understand directly whether
certain event happened, happens or will happen in the future.
Next, the sentences or clauses can be easily understood because the finite
verb phrases may help the readers to identify directly the subject, which is related
to the theme that is being discussed, in certain sentences or clauses by showing the
number of concord between the subject and the finite verbs. This can be seen
especially in present tense, as shown in the sentences and clauses below:
6)

7)

…, in which it usually presents its latest assessments, outlook and plans
regarding the economy (The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 13th, 2007,
p.1, data no. A100).
…, where the New Year’s Eve is traditionally celebrated (The Jakarta Post,
Tuesday, January 2nd, 2007, p.1, A258).
In English language, there must be a concord between the subject and the

finite verbs. As can be seen in sentence 6), the verb presents is employed in the
form of –s form because it follows the subject it, which is third person singular.
The concord can also be seen through the use of primary auxiliary is in is
traditionally celebrated. From the presence of the finite primary auxiliary is, the
readers may identify clearly that the subject of the sentence is the New Year’s Eve,
which is a singular noun. The subjects of sentences or clauses refer to something
that is being discussed or the theme of the sentence (Quirk et al., 1980: 34), thus,
the finite verbs which show the concord between the subject and the finite verbs
may help the readers to spot directly the theme that is being discussed in certain
sentences or clauses and this eventually leads to the understanding of the theme of
the news story.
Lastly, the sentences or clauses can be easily understood because the finite
verbs may show the mood, as can be seen in the following example:
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8)

A relative of five people on board the Adam Air flight said Hatta should be
put into police custody. “Just arrest him. I don’t need compensation…”
(The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 6 th, 2007, p.1, data no. A52).
Mood shown in the finite verb helps the readers understand the attitude of

the writer or the speaker to the predication. The finite verb used in the example
above shows that the sentence is imperative sentence. It means that the speaker
directs someone to do something. The mood shown through the finite verbs may
imply the speaker’s feeling about certain matter. In the above example, the finite
verb supports the things that have been stated earlier that Hatta should be put into
police custody according to the speaker (a relative of five people on board the
Adam Air flight). Thus, the readers of the newspapers may get the idea that the
speaker is disappointed with someone (Hatta) that he directs the police to arrest
him.
In contrast, the non-finite verb phrases can be in the form of infinitive (e.g.
get) and to-infinitive (e.g. to expand, to be), –ing form (e.g. seeking, trying) and

–

ed form (e.g. filed), as seen in sentence 9) to 11). In sentence 10) and 12), we can
see a combination of simple non-finite verb form; this combination is called a
complex non-finite verb phrase (Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 398). The non-finite
verb trying to be (honest) in sentence 10) is built from a combination of the nonfinite verb trying, which has the –ing form, and to be, which has the to-infinitive
form, while the verb to be distributed in sentence 12), the complex non-finite verb
phrase is built from a combination the to-infinitive and –ed participle. The
examples of the non-finite verb phrases can be seen in the following examples:
9)

The country’s economy, worth some $276 billion, is expected to expand by
between…(The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 27th, 2007, p.1, data no.
B226).
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10)

11)

12)

Seeking to repent and trying to be honest would help people get closer to
the Almighty,… (The Jakarta Post, Sunday, January 21st, 2007, p.1, data
no.B177-178).
The Guernsey court is already trying a case filed by Tommy’s company,
Garnet Investment Ltd., against Bank BNI Paribas. (The Jakarta Post,
Tuesday, January 30 th, 2007, p.1, data no.B233).
…, victims of last year’s earthquake in Bantul prepared the customary rice
cone and chickens, to be distributed to all residents. (The Jakarta Post,
Sunday, January 21 st, 2007, p.1, data no.B165).
Compared to the finite forms, these non-finite verb phrases are less clear

than the finite ones in that they do not show time relations, the concord, and the
imperative mood. For example, the vagueness of subject can be seen in the
sentence The first day of Muharam coincides with 1 Suro in the Javanese calendar,
leading to a combination of Islamic and pre-Islamic traditions (The Jakarta Post,
Sunday, January 21st, 2007, p.1, data no.B151). In this example, the non-finite verb
leading to is used in dependent clause. Since leading to is a non-finite verb, it does
not show the concord between the subject and the verb. Thus, the subject of the
clause cannot be directly spotted. There might be confusion between the three
possible subjects: the first day of Muharam, 1 Suro or the coincidence of the first
day of Muharam and 1 Suro. One way of understanding the subject of this clause is
by seeing the context, which is given in the sentence of the next paragraph: The
coincidence of the Islamic and Javanese New Year was an invention of…(The
Jakarta Post, Sunday, January 21st, 2007, p.1). By understanding this context, it
can be understood that the one that may lead to a combination of Islamic and preIslamic traditions is the coincidence of the first day of Muharam and the 1 Suro. In
other words, without seeing the context, the understanding of the subject is more
difficult when the non-finite verbs are employed. This is because the readers cannot
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directly spot the subject because of the absence of the concord between the subject
and the verb.
Furthermore, the use of the non-finite verbs may cause ambiguity.
Ambiguity means that certain clause or sentence contains more than one meaning.
This can be seen in the example: …,with militants using firearms and bombs to
fight the police (The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 23rd, 2007, p.1, data no.
B192). The non-finite verb to fight the police contains ambiguity. There are two
acceptable subjects of the verb to fight the police. The first one is militants (The
militants fight the police), and the second one is bombs (The bombs fight the
police). The second construction is acceptable when it is considered employing the
personification as in the fireworks to kick of the New Year (The Jakarta Post,
Tuesday, January 2nd, 2007, p.1, data no. B5).
However, the non-finite verb phrases are used in the samples of the
headline news articles with the occurrence of 39.20% or 243 verb phrases, because
the non-finite verb phrases are more compact and simpler in expressing certain idea
(Curme, 1966: 280) than the finite ones. In the above examples we can see that the
non-finite verb phrases allow two or more sentences or clauses be combined as one
shorter sentence. In writing reports in newspaper language, simplicity is important
because the spaces are very limited, as Miller (1969: 50) notes, the narrow column
width and small type that are common in newspapers make long sentences and
paragraphs difficult for readers. Furthermore in the short sentences, much
information must be inserted to satisfy the readers’ wants. Therefore, the compact
sentences are needed.
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Nevertheless, the non-finite verb phrases occur less frequently than the
finite ones in the samples of headline news. This fact shows that the headline news
put the clarity of the language in the first priority than the economical language.
This is reasonable since in communication, the most important thing is that the
message must be delivered, and the structure of the language (whether it is
economical or not) is just a tool to deliver the message.
In sentences 10) and 11), the non-finite verb phrases seeking to repent and
trying to be honest and filed are employed as nouns and adjectives. The use of nonfinite verbs as noun or adjective meets the need to express some verbal force in the
adjective or noun. Furthermore, they may express the idea in shorter sentences, as,
instead of employing the non-finite verbs, the two sentences above may employ
finite verb phrases in the clause, which will make the sentences longer. If the
sentences employ the finite verbs in every clause, they will need the presence of
some words, as seen in the following (the addition of words are bolded):
13)

Seeking to repent and trying to be honest would help people get closer to
the Almighty à If we seek to repent and try to be honest, we would be
helped that we get closer to the Almighty. (The Jakarta Post, Sunday,
January 21st, 2007, p.1).
Because this study is limited, however, the non-finite verb phrases will not

be discussed further, and the analysis is focused on the finite verb phrases. The first
part will discuss the types of finite verb phrases used in the samples of headline
news of The Jakarta Post issued in January 2007 and their occurrences and the
second part will discuss the grammatical meanings indicated by these types of
finite verb phrases.
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A.

Types of Finite Verb Phrases
The finite verb phrases may be main verbs standing alone and auxiliaries

escorting the main verbs. The distribution of the finite verb phrases is dominated by
main verbs standing alone with 252 verbs or 66.84%, while the auxiliaries
combined with main verbs occur less frequently with 125 verbs or 33.16%. The
auxiliaries consist of modal auxiliaries, with 7.96% or 30 auxiliaries, voice
auxiliaries (passive auxiliaries), with 7.96% or 30 auxiliaries, perfective auxiliaries,
with 7.16% or 27 auxiliaries, progressive auxiliaries, with 3.98% or 15 auxiliaries,
and negative auxiliaries (do-periphrasis), with 2.12% or 8 auxiliaries. There are
also some combinations of two auxiliaries: perfective and passive, with 1.06% or 4
pairs, modal and passive auxiliaries, with 1.86% or 7 pairs, the combination of two
modal auxiliaries, with 0.53% or 2 pairs, and modal and perfective auxiliaries, with
0.53% or 2 pairs. The clearer description of the occurrences of the types of the
finite verb phrases can be seen in table 8 and table 9 below.
Table 8. Types of Finite Verb Phrases and Their Occurrences
No
Types of the Finite Verb Phrases
Occurrence
1
Main verbs standing alone
252
2
Auxiliaries standing with the main verbs
125
377
Total

Percentage
66.84%
33.16%
100%
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Table 9. Occurrences of Auxiliaries Standing with Main Verbs
No
1
2
3
4
5

6

1.

The Auxiliaries Standing with Main Verb Occurrence
Modal auxiliaries
30
Voice (passive) auxiliaries
30
Perfective auxiliaries
27
Progressive auxiliaries
15
Combination:
15
modal + passive
7
perfective + passive
4
modal + perfect
2
modal + modal
2
Negative do-periphrasis auxiliaries
8
125
Total

Percentage
7.96%
7.96%
7.16%
3.98%
3.98%
1.86%
1.06%
0.53%
0.53%
2.12%
33.16%

Main Verbs Standing Alone
As we can see in table 8, the main verbs standing alone occur most

frequently in the samples of headline news articles of The Jakarta Post issued in
January 2007. Main verbs that stand alone are main verbs in the form of base main
verb, the –s form, the –ed form and some primary auxiliaries that function as the
main verbs that do not show aspect, passive voice, negative construction, and
modality, as shown in the table below:
Table 10. Forms of Main Verbs Standing Alone Used in The Jakarta Post
Headline News Issued in January 2007
No
1
2
3
4

Forms of Main Verbs Standing Alone
Examples
Base forms
miss
-s forms
presents, relies, has
-ed forms (preterite)
reported, lost
Primary auxiliaries functioning as main verbs
is
(The Jakarta Post, January 2007, p.1)
Firstly, the main verbs standing alone may be in the form of base forms, as

in We miss our son (The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 2 nd, 2007, p.1, data no.
A16). From the example, we can see that the main verb miss is not added by the
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suffix –s, –ing, nor –ed, but it is in uninflected form that might be found as an entry
in the dictionaries.
Secondly, the main verbs standing alone might be in the form of the –s form
that is usually used with the third person singular present subjects. The example of
the –s form can be seen in the following:
14)

15)
16)

…in which it usually presents its latest statement, outlook and plans
regarding the economy. (The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 13th, 2007,
p.1, data no.A100).
Since the oil shocks of the 1970s, Japan which mostly relies on the Middle
East… (The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 16 th, 2007, p.1, A122).
…and Analysis center in Indonesia has the report,” he added. (The Jakarta
Post, Tuesday, January 30th, 2007, p.1, data no.A245).
From the examples above, we can see that the –s forms are built form

adding the suffix –s or –es to the base. The verb presents is originally from the base
present and it is added by the suffix –s, while the verb relies is originally from the
base rely and it is added by the suffix –es. In addition, the verb has comes from the
base have. The adding of the suffix –s does not clearly seen.
Next, the main verbs standing alone might be in the form of –ed form (the
preterite form), as exemplified in sentences British business daily, The Financial
Times, reported last week (The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 30th, 2007, p.1, data
no. A237) and ... said Astuti who lost her son, 13-year-old Joni Amri in the flood
(The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 2nd, 2007, p.1, data no. A19). The finite –ed
forms (the preterite form) refer to the past tenses of English verbs. In the former
example, the preterite is clearly seen in the verbs, while in the later, the preterite is
not seen. Thus, the first example is regular verb and the second example is irregular
verb. Both of the verbs are built form adding the suffixes –ed to the bases. The first
example comes from the base report while the second comes from the base lose.
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However, the results of the affixation processes are different. As the results of the
affixation processes, the regular verb report has the preterite form reported, while
the irregular verb lose has the preterite form lost, instead of *losed.
Lastly, the main verb standing alone might be in the form of primary
auxiliaries that function as the main verbs in the sentences, as seen in It is a sad,
sad New Year (The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 2 nd, 2007, p.1, data no. A15). In
the example, it is observed that the finite verb is in the form of the primary
auxiliary is. However, the verb is does not function as the auxiliary but functions as
the main verb, because this verb does not occur with other main verbs, but occurs
alone as the verb of the sentence, and it may be followed by an adjective or a noun.
2.

Auxiliaries Standing with the Main Verbs
Furthermore, in tables 8 and 9, it is observed that after the main verbs

standing alone, the auxiliaries standing with the main verbs occur in the samples of
the headline news. In this type of finite verb phrases, the verbs that function as the
finite verbs are the auxiliaries, while the main verbs are non-finite. The auxiliaries
include modal auxiliaries, voice (passive) auxiliaries, perfective auxiliaries,
progressive auxiliaries, some combinations of two auxiliaries and the negative doperiphrasis auxiliaries.
a.

Modal Auxiliaries
Firstly, the modal auxiliaries used in the articles include can, will, would,

have to, and may. The modal auxiliaries have different meanings. Can expresses
ability, permission and possibility. Will shows specific prediction, intention, and
willingness, while the modal would shows reported intention and prediction.
Moreover, the meaning of obligation is expressed through the use of the modal
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have to, while the modal may shows factual possibility. In the combination of
auxiliaries (will be described later), the modal should and need to are found, both
mean logical necessity. The clearer description of the modal auxiliaries used in the
samples of the headline news can be seen in table 11.
Table 11. Modal Auxiliaries Used in The Jakarta Post Headline News Issued in
January 2007
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Modal Auxiliaries
can
will
would
have to
may
should
need to

Meanings
Ability, permission, possibility
Specific prediction, intention, willingness
Reported intention, prediction
Obligation
Factual possibility
Logical necessity
Logical necessity
(The Jakarta Post, January 2007, p.1)

The modal auxiliaries are exemplified in the sentence “You can see that
even when using very hi-tech devices and enlisting the help of…” (The Jakarta
Post, Saturday, January 6th, 2007, p.1, data no. A278). The modal auxiliaries
always stand with the main verbs in the bare infinitive forms and they help the
main verbs contain meanings. As observed in the example, the modal can helps the
bare infinitive see contain the meaning of the ability to see something.
b.

Voice (Passive) Auxiliaries
Next, the voice (passive) auxiliaries are used with the main verbs. In the

samples of the headline news, the passive auxiliaries are in the forms of the
auxiliaries be: is and are for the present time and was and were for the past time.
The auxiliary am does not occur in the headline news. Furthermore, in the
combinations of two auxiliaries (to be discussed later), the passive auxiliaries are in
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base form: be (when combined with modal auxiliaries) and in past participle: been
(when combined with perfective auxiliaries), as seen in table 12.
Table 12. Passive Auxiliaries Used in The Jakarta Post Headline News Issued in
January 2007
No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Passive Auxiliaries
is
are
were
was
be
been

Examples
is submerged
are targeted
were made
was located
should be put
have been flooded
(The Jakarta Post, January 2007, p.1)

The auxiliaries be are combined with the main verbs in –ed forms or the
past participles, as observed in …where food offerings were made to the spirits of
the jungle (The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 6th, 2007, p.1, data no. A269). In
the example, the passive auxiliary is were, which refers to the past time, and the
past participle is made, which originally comes form the base make added with the
suffix –ed.
c.

Perfective Auxiliaries
Next, the perfective auxiliaries are used with the main verbs in the forms of

the auxiliaries have and has for the present time, and had for the past time, as seen
in table 13.
Table 13. Perfective Auxiliaries Used in The Jakarta Post Headline News Issued
in January 2007
No
Perfective Auxiliaries
1
have
2
has
3
had

Examples
have driven
has expressed
had crashed
(The Jakarta Post, January 2007, p.1)
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The perfective auxiliaries are combined with the main verbs in –ed forms
or the past participles, as seen in …, but I haven’t seen any significant pressures
lately (The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 27th, 2007, p.1, data no.A356). In the
example, the perfective auxiliary is have in the negative form haven’t and the past
participle is seen, which originally comes form the base see added with the suffix –
ed.
d.

Progressive Auxiliaries
After the perfective auxiliaries, the progressive auxiliaries are used in the

samples of the headline news. The progressive auxiliaries are in the forms of the
auxiliaries be: is and are for the present time and was and were for the past time, as
seen in table 14. The auxiliary am does not occur in the headline news.
Table 14. Progressive Auxiliaries Used in The Jakarta Post Headline News Issued
in January 2007
No
1
2
3
4

Progressive Auxiliaries
are
is
were
was

Examples
are collecting
is trying
were hovering
was willing
(The Jakarta Post, January 27th and 30th, 2007, p.1)

The progressive auxiliaries are combined with the main verbs in –ing forms,
as seen in the example We are collecting evidence to determine whether Tommy
illegally obtained the money (The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 30th, 2007, p.1,
data no. A366). In the example, the progressive auxiliary is are and it is referring to
the present time. The progressive auxiliary is combined with the non-finite main
verb collecting, which originally comes form the base collect added with the suffix
–ing.
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e.

The Combination of Two Auxiliaries
Next, there are some combinations of two auxiliaries used with the main

verbs, as seen in table 15.
Table 15. Combination of Two Auxiliaries Used in The Jakarta Post Headline
News Issued in January 2007
No
1
2
3
4

Combinations
modal + passive
perfective + passive
modal + perfect
modal + modal

Examples
will be passed
have been flooded
should have allowed
would have to classify
(The Jakarta Post, January 2007, p.1)

Furthermore, the combinations of these auxiliaries can be seen in the
following examples:
17)

18)
19)

20)

However, there is no guarantee that the amendments,…, will actually be
passed this year (The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 27th, 2007, p.1, data
no. A363).
…in Langkat Regency have been badly flooded during the past two weeks
(The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 2nd, 2007, p.1, data no.A255).
…the central bank had made…since last May, which should have allowed
the banks to lower their lending rates. (The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January
27th, 2007, p.1, data no. A360).
…lenders giving loans to the same debtor would have to classify them as
non-performing… (The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 13th, 2007, p.1, data
no. A315).
As it is exemplified before, the combination of the two auxiliaries might be

the combination of the modal (will) and the passive auxiliary (be), which is
followed by the past participle (passed). Secondly, the combination might also be
the combination of the perfective auxiliary (have) and the passive auxiliary in the
form of past participle (been), which is followed by the past participle (flooded).
Next, there is also the combination of the modal (should) with the perfective
auxiliary in the form of the past participle (have), which is followed by the past
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participle (allowed). Lastly, the combination might be the combination of the two
modal auxiliaries. The first modal is the simple modal (would) which is combined
with the periphrastic modal (have to) and followed by the bare infinitive (classify).
f.

Negative do-periphrasis Auxiliaries
Lastly, as it is seen in the table 9, the negative do-periphrasis auxiliaries are

used in the samples of the headline news, as seen below:
21)

I don’t want to speculate whether they were members of (the al-Qaedalinked group) Jamaah Islamiyah (The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 23rd,
2007, p.1, data no. A331).
As seen in the example, the negative do-periphrasis auxiliary is in the form

of the primary auxiliary do (also did for the past tense) in the negative form, which
is combined with the bare infinitive (want) and excludes the negative construction
of other auxiliaries (have not, is not, would not, etc.). The auxiliary does is not
found in samples of headline news. The auxiliary do is used to form the negative
construction of the main verb. Thus in the example above the verb phrase don’t
want is the negative construction for the main verb want. The negative doperiphrasis auxiliaries used in the samples of the headline news are seen in table 16
below.
Table 16. Negative do-periphrasis Auxiliaries Used in The Jakarta Post Headline
News Issued in January 2007
No
1
2

Negative do-periphrasis Auxiliaries
Examples
do not
do not know
did not
did not try
(The Jakarta Post, January 23rd, 2007, p.1)
From the identification of the types of the finite verbs that have been done,

we can finally answer the first problem of this study. The types of the finite verb
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phrases used in the headline news of The Jakarta Post issued in January 2007 are
the main verbs standing alone and the auxiliaries standing with the main verbs. The
auxiliaries might be modal auxiliaries, voice (passive) auxiliaries, perfective
auxiliaries, progressive auxiliaries, some combinations of two auxiliaries and the
negative do-periphrasis auxiliaries. Now that the identification of the types of the
finite verb phrases is done, we can move on to answer the second problem, which
will be given in the next part.

B.

The Grammatical Meanings Indicated by Types of the Finite Verb
Phrases
In this part, the grammatical meanings indicated by each type of finite verb

phrase are discussed. The grammatical meanings include the tenses, either past and
present; aspects, either terminate, perfective or progressive aspects; the moods,
either indicative, subjunctive or imperative moods; and the voices, either active or
passive voices.
Firstly, the finite verb phrases might show tenses. Tenses are the verb
forms that are related to the time relations. The tenses are observed in all of the
finite verb phrases, and the occurrences are described in table 10. The most
frequently used tense is past tense, with 67.10%or 253, then it is followed by
present tense, with 32.90% or 124.
Table 17. Tenses and Their Occurrences
No
Tenses
1
Past tense
2
Present tense
Total

Occurrence
253
124
377

Percentage
67.10%
32.90%
100%
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Secondly, the aspects are observed in the occurrences of the main verbs
standing alone, the perfective auxiliaries and combinations of auxiliaries containing
perfective auxiliaries, and the occurrences of progressive auxiliaries.
Next, the moods are observed both in main verbs standing alone and in
auxiliaries standing with main verbs. Indicative occurs most frequently with 334
verbs or 91.26%, while subjunctive and imperative occur in small number: 30 verbs
or 8.19% and 2 verbs or 0.53% respectively, as can be seen in Table 11 below:
Table 18. Moods and Their Occurrences
No
Moods
1
Indicative
2
Subjunctive
3
Imperative
Total

Occurrences
358
17
2
377

Percentage
94.96%
4.51%
0.53%
100%

Lastly, like the moods and tenses, the voices are observed in all types of
finite verbs, because the passive voice are observed in verb phrases with passive
auxiliaries, and the active voice is observed in the rest of the finite verb phrases.
Further analyses on these grammatical meanings are described below.
1.

Tenses of the Finite Verb Phrases
Firstly, all the finite verb phrases show the tenses, past and present tense.

The tenses of finite verbs are the verb forms that indicate the time of the action or
state (Curme, 1966: 55). As stated in the theory, there are two tenses or verb forms
related to time relations in English: the past, which usually indicates past time, and
present, which usually indicates the present time. However, these tenses can be
used to express the future time. Since there are no verbs that have “the future tense”
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in English, futurity is not categorized in tenses but it tends to be categorized as the
meaning of the verb forms.
a.

Past Tense
The most frequent tense used in the sample of the headline news articles is

past tense, with 253 or 67.10%. This shows that the samples of headline news
articles are containing the reports of past events, since in describing the events, the
past tense will mostly be employed. That the news in The Jakarta Post headline
news issued in January 2007 contains the reports about certain past events suits to
what Suhandang notes that the readers only accept and read the report, not the
event itself (2004: 104).
In this part, the verbs forms and the meanings of the past tenses are
discussed. The past tense is observed in the form of preterite (–ed form), and
auxiliaries (primary and modal) in the past forms. Furthermore, past tenses might
mean hypothetical past, the definite past time, the past event seen from the past
point of view, the progress of certain actions seen from the past point of view, and
the subjunctive modals (modalities in past forms) may refer to the present time.
The meaning of futurity can also be expressed using the past tense.
Firstly, the main verbs in preterite forms include regular and irregular verbs
as can be seen in the following example:
22)

23)

Under the scheme, lenders giving loans to the same debtor would have to
classify them as non-performing if the debtor failed its obligation to just
one of the banks. (The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 13 th, 2007, p.1, data
no. A102).
Consumer prices in December rose 6.6 percent from a year earlier,…(The
Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 27th, 2007, p.1, data no. A218).
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There is a difference of preterite forms between the regular and irregular
verbs. In 22) above, the preterite is clearly seen in the verb, while in 23), preterite
is not. The former is regular verbs while the later is irregular verbs. Firstly, the verb
failed is built form the adding of the suffix –ed to the base fail. The result of the
adding process is failed. Contrasted to the verb in 23), rose is built from the base
rise. The result of the adding process is not *rised but rose, as the past tense, and
risen as the past participle.
The verb failed refers to the hypothetical past because it shows a thing that
does not exist. It is also expressed that the condition is expected not to be fulfilled.
From the example above, the fact is that the subject (the debtor) does not fail (or it
fulfills) its obligation to just one of the banks. It is not expected that the debtor
failed its obligation and if this things really happened, probably the lenders had to
classify them as non-performing. Moreover, the verb rose refers to something that
happened and was completed in the past or the definite past time, which is
indicated by the past time adverbial: in December. Because the newspaper is read
in January 2007, the month of December is considered as past time.
Secondly, the auxiliaries in the past forms include primary auxiliary and
modal auxiliary as can be seen in the following examples:
24)
25)

…, nearing the 20 percent level it had established in previous years. (The
Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 13th, 2007, p.1, data no. A303).
A relative of five people on board the Adam Air flight said Hatta should be
put into police custody (The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 6th, 2007, p.1,
data no. A277).
From sentence 24) above, it can be seen that past tense does not only

express a hypothetical past or a completed action in the past as described before.
The past tense may also show the past time before the past, when it is combined
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with the perfective auxiliary. In addition, the past tense may also indicate action
that is in progress but the progress occurs in the past time. This is shown through
the use of past progressive (e.g. were occurring). Furthermore, the past tense can
also be used in the modal auxiliary, as seen in 25). The subjunctive modal should
occurs in the indirect speech. This modal has a past form. The modals in past forms
that occur in direct speeches may refer to the present time. When in indirect
speeches, the modals that do not have past forms remain in their forms (Quirk et
al., 1980: 788) and may refer to the past time, at the time when the speaker said the
saying. Thus the modal should refers to the past time or the action described by the
modal is applied in the scope of the time when the speaker said the thing.
Next, some modal auxiliaries in the past form can indicate the present time.
In this case, the present time is categorized as the meaning of the past verb form,
instead of tense. The modal auxiliaries of these types usually show the subjunctive
mood, so, the past form does not indicate the past time but the subjunctive mood.
This can be seen in the following example:
26)

We are waiting for the U.S. ship which could help us with its high
technology (The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 9th, 2007, p.1, data no.
A296).
In the above example, the modal could, which is in the past form, refers to

the present time. The modal could is usually used as the past form of can, but in
this sentence, the modal could does not replace the modal can, but it is employed to
show the subjunctive mood. The subjunctive modals in past forms regularly refer to
the present or future time (Curme, 1966: 244), instead of past time. The use of
modal could expresses that there is a possibility that the U.S. ship is able to help
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them, but there is an implication that the speaker is in doubt about that. Thus, the
modal could is employed to show the doubt or uncertainty, not the past time.
Furthermore, the past forms of verbs may express the meaning of future
time (Quirk et al., 1980: 90). In the articles, these expressions are observed through
the use of the indicative modal would that occur in the indirect speeches, as seen in
the following:
27)

Burhanuddin stressed that lower lending rates would not be enough on
their own to spur… (The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 27th, 2007, p.1,
data no. A361).
In the above example, the modal would shows the indicative mood, because

it is back-shifted from the specific prediction modal will. The modal occurs in the
indirect speech and is in the form of past form, but it indicates future time seen
from the moment the speaker said the thing. The indirect speech indicates that the
speaker said the thing in some time in the past, thus, the futurity expressed by the
modal would is seen from the past view point.
b.

Present Tense
After the past tense, the present tense is used with 32.90% or 124 in the

samples of headline news articles. In this section, the verbs forms and the meanings
of the present tenses are discussed. The present tense is used in the forms of present
main verbs with –s and base forms, and present auxiliaries (primary and modal).
The present tense might mean the present time without reference to specific time,
the present habits, actions that are still in progress, the recent changes, and historic
present (verbs in present tense that refers to the past time). The meaning of futurity
can also be expressed through the use of present tense. Furthermore, this verb
forms include base verbs showing the imperative mood.
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Firstly, the present tense is used in the form of –s and base form of main
verbs, as can be seen in the examples:
28)

29)

On Saturday, Vice President Jusuf Kalla, who heads the National Disaster
Management Coordinating Board… (The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January
6th, 2007, p.1, data no. A68).
“We usually go into town or to the beach to be with the crowds.” (The
Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 2nd, 2007, p.1, data no. A12).
The present tense in 28) does not necessarily mean that the action is true in

one point of time in the present, but it is true either in the past and the future. The
present tense used here mainly suggests that the subject still exists at the moment.
Furthermore, in 29), the present tense shows the present habit: something that is
repeatedly done in the present moment.
The present tense also occurs in the present auxiliaries, either primary or
modal, as can be seen in:
30)
31)

They are now living in a frightening situation… (The Jakarta Post,
Tuesday, January 23rd, 2007, p.1, data no. A345).
…they can get a share of the blessings. (The Jakarta Post, Sunday, January
21st, 2007, p.1, data no. A326).
From sentence 30), it is seen that the present tense can also indicate an

action that is still in progress. This is when the present tense is used in the form of
present progressive. Moreover, in 31) the present tense can also be used in the form
of present modal auxiliary.
In addition, like the past tense, the present tense can also be combined with
the perfective aspect. In this combination, the present tense indicates that certain
action happens before the present time but is closely related to the present time, as
in Australia,…, has expressed a readiness to sell the material to Indonesia (The
Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 16th, 2007, p.1, data no. A322). The present perfect
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here indicates the recent changes or situation. The present perfect is employed to
give the effect that the result of the action is still felt up to the present moment.
These facts support what Yule notes that in news writing, the present tenses
including the present perfect are employed to show that news report is designed to
focus on recent changes and the current situation (2004: 71).
There are also present main verbs in the form of –s forms that refers to the
past time, for example …if the government’s growth target of between 5.7 percent
and 6.3 percent for this year is to be met, the governor of Bank Indonesia says.
(The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 27th, 2007, p.1, data no. A206). Here, the past
time is categorized as the meaning of the present verb form, instead of the tenses.
In this clause, the verb says refers to an action happened in the past. The reporter
reported the saying of the governor, and logically, by the time the newspaper is
read, the action of saying was completed in the past. The use of the present tense in
reporting the past events may create the effect to the readers that the events are
considered to happen in the scope of the present time or the events are up-to-date.
Furthermore, like the past tense verbs, the verbs in the present forms may
be used to express the meaning of futurity, as can be seen in the sentence:
32)

On Saturday a six-member team from The United States is expected in
Sulawesi (The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 6th, 2007, p.1, data no.
A273).
In the above example, the present tense indicates the future time, and this

can be seen from the use of the adverb on Saturday. As we can see from the source,
the article is published on Saturday, thus, the reporter wrote the report some day
before Saturday. In other words, the Saturday is considered as the future by the
reporter. Furthermore, the expectation of the six member-team is on Saturday, not
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in the day when the reporter wrote the report. Thus, the present tense does not refer
to the present time of the reporter, but it refers to the future time of the reporter.
Then, the modal auxiliaries will and may are considered having the present
forms (Quirk et al., 1980: 103), which usually refers to the present time. However
the modal will introduces the meaning of futurity of the main verb, as seen in the
following sentences:
33)

“We will appear in the court case on the bank’s freezing of Tommy’s
money,” (The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 30th, 2007, p.1, data no.
A377).
The present tense in will above does not necessarily refer to the present

time. The modal will above indicates the intention of the speaker that is something
that the speaker wants to do in certain point of time in the future. The intention of
the speaker is appearing in the court case. Thus the meaning of futurity belongs to
the main verb (appear).
Moreover in the sentence “We may lower a mini-submarine for underwater
observation” (The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 9 th, 2007, p.1, data no. A292).
The modal in the present form may in this example means possibility and refers to
the present time.
Furthermore, the verbs in base form, which have the present form, may
show the imperative mood, as seen in “Just arrest him.” (The Jakarta Post,
Saturday, January 6th, 2007, p.1, data no. A52). The verb arrest, although having
present form, does not necessarily refer to the present time. This verb is considered
having the base form which is used in the imperative sentence. Thus, the verb
arrest expresses the imperative mood.
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Besides showing tenses, all finite verb phrases indicate other grammatical
meanings in their verbs forms. This is because, as it has been stated in chapter III,
the uses of grammatical meanings are not restricted. One grammatical meaning
may stand together with other grammatical meanings. These grammatical meanings
may be aspects, moods or voices, which are described below.
2.

Aspects of the Finite Verb Phrases
From the study, it is found out that some finite verb phrases used in samples

of headline news of The Jakarta Post issued in January 2007 might show the
aspects: terminate, perfective and progressive. Aspects are the characters of the
actions (Curme, 1966: 55) or the way in which certain situations are perceived or
experienced (Yule, 2004: 54).
a.

Terminate Aspect
Besides showing tenses as it is described in the previous part, the main

verbs that stand alone may indicate the terminate aspect (Curme, 1966: 259): the
main verbs represent the acts as finished whole, as actual facts, as habitual,
customary, characteristic or general truth (Curme, 1966: 55). Therefore, this aspect
represents certain actions that are completed or whole acts, as can be seen in the
following verbs:
34)
35)

…that Tommy Suharto laundered 36 million euros (US$46.7 million)…
(The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 30th, 2007, p.1, data no. A225).
Most nations in the East Asia region…depend on supplies of fossil fuels
from other countries. (The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 16th, 2007, p.1,
data no. A128).
From the examples above, we can see that the verb laundered represents

action in the past that are completed in the past time. This action is fact or thing
that really happened. A fact can also be seen in the verb depend on. The action does
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not happen in the past but, it is known that the subjects (most nations in the East
Asia region) depend on supplies of fossil fuels from other countries and this act is
considered as a general truth that is believed by the public.
The terminate aspect might also show habitual or customary action, as can
be seen in the following example:
36)

…, in which it usually presents its latest assessments, outlook and plans
regarding the economy. (The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 13th, 2007,
p.1, data no. A100).
Furthermore, the main verbs alone are plainer and more objective than the

perfective auxiliaries, which refer to the results or the effects of the actions (to be
discussed later) and than the progressive auxiliaries, which are more descriptive,
lively and expressive (to be discussed later) because the main verbs standing alone
point directly to the completed actions. The plain and flat tone of the main verbs
standing alone might express the objectivity or neutrality of the samples of the
headline news. Tone here means the writer’s attitude toward his or her readers and
subjects (the things that are being discussed) or moral view (Harris, 2002). The flat
tones of the reports show that the headline news are objective because certain tone
might express the support upon certain sides. Being straight forward to the action
represented by the main verbs and being less descriptive mean that the delivery of
the report in the headline news is in a neutral way, not emotive or expressive as
when writing a prose or poem. In other words, the main verbs standing alone are
required the most in The Jakarta Post headline news issued in January 2007
because they show the terminate aspect, which is plain and objective.
In addition, the terminate aspect is also observed in the negative
construction with the do-periphrasis auxiliaries. The negative do-periphrasis
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auxiliaries show the negative construction of the main verbs standing alone, since
when the sentence is transformed into positive construction, the verb phrases
become the main verbs standing alone.
The negative do-periphrasis construction is seen in the following example:
37)

But he did not issue a mayday call… (The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January
9th, 2007, p.1, data no. A285).
In the above example, the positive construction of the action is in the form

of main verb standing alone: issue. Thus, what is shown by this negative
construction is more or less the same as the main verbs standing alone: it shows the
terminate aspect that an action is a finished whole and it is plain and objective. The
difference lies on the presence of the action. The auxiliary did not in the above
example implies that the action (issue) is absence. Thus, what is discussed by the
negative construction is the absence of certain action (or event).
b.

Perfective Aspects
In the samples of the headline news, the perfective aspect is employed

through the use of perfective auxiliaries have, has and had followed by the past
participles. In the articles, the perfective auxiliaries are mostly used in simple
forms. It means that these perfective auxiliaries are not combined with other
auxiliaries.
In this part, the meanings of perfective auxiliaries are discussed. From the
study, the perfective auxiliaries are used in the samples of the headline news to
show certain event or action that happened in the past and is still connected to the
present time, in other words, it shows the recent changes (Yule, 1998: 71).
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From the study, it is found out that the perfective aspect is employed to
express four things out of five things described in the theoretical review. The first
one is to express past event with results in the present time. An event refers to
happening thought of as a single occurrence, with a definite beginning and an end,
such as the verbs become, hit, come (Leech and Svartvik, 1998: 65). The example
of this usage is seen in the following example:
38)

“…But they are part of a dangerous, armed group that has caused unrest
among the people.” (The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 23 rd, 2007, p.1,
data no. A332).
The perfective aspect employed in the sentence above is the most frequent

one. It shows that something happen in certain point of time in the past and this
event has brought certain effect to the present moment. In the above example, the
verb caused is derived from the base verb cause. Cause is an event, because it has a
definite beginning and an end. In the example, the dangerous armed group did
something and completed the action in the past that in the present moment, the
people are unrest. The action is completed because at the moment when the speaker
says this or when the newspaper is read, the action is not occurring. What is left
and felt at the present time is the result or the effect. We can also note that before
the dangerous armed group did something, the people do not feel the unrest caused
by the armed group, and it is clear that the dangerous armed group changed the
situation into instability. Thus, in this type, the emphasis falls on the result in the
present time.
Furthermore, the perfective aspect used in the articles might show indefinite
event in a period leading up to the present moment (indefinite past), as seen in the
following example:
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39)

“…, but I haven’t seen any significant pressures lately.” (The Jakarta Post,
Saturday, January 27th, 2007, p.1, data no. A356).
In the articles, this type of perfective only occurs once. From the example

above, it is seen that the time of the occurrence of the event is indefinite. The
emphasis falls on the action that I haven’t seen something. In this type, there is no
result produced by the indefinite action in the present time. The absence of the
result is seen more clearly in the positive construction: I have seen significant
pressures lately. Through this expression, the emphasis is that the speaker has had
the experience of seeing something, but at the moment he or she speaks, he or she
is not seeing something. Thus by using this expression, the speaker wants to give
emphasis that he or she hasn’t got (or has got) the experience of doing certain
action.
Next, the perfective aspect might also show a certain state leading up to the
present moment. A state is a state of affairs which continues over period, and does
not need to have a well-defined beginning or an end, such as the verbs remain, be,
know (Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 65). A state is often contrasted to an event, which
has been mentioned before. In the articles, the perfective aspect that shows certain
state leading up to the present moment can be seen in the following example:
40)

…means Indonesia has in recent years been a net oil importer. (The
Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 16 th, 2007, p.1, data no. A318).
From the above example, the verb been is derived form the base verb be. Be

is a state verb, because there is no well-defined beginning or end. The verb be
might happen continuously, not as a single event. The perfective aspect is shown
through the auxiliary has, and it shows that the state (be) occurs in all ages (in this
case, in recent years), the past and the present. Thus, at the moment when the
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speaker says this or when the newspaper is read, the event is still accurate:
Indonesia is a net oil importer. This type of perfective refers to general statements
where the reference is to timeless events (Curme, 1966: 254).
Lastly, the perfective aspect shows a past event in the past. To show this
function, the perfective aspect is employed in the past tense (had). This expression
can be seen in the following example:
41)

Report said the pilot had reported heavy winds just before all contact with
the aircraft was lost (The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 6 th, 2007, p.1,
264).
In the above example, the past perfect represents a past event as completed

at or before a certain past time (Curme, 1966:255), and the past event is seen form
a definite time in the past (Leech and Svartvik, 1994: 70). The verb had reported
expresses that the pilot reported something in certain point of time before all
contact with the aircraft is lost. The loss of the contact with the aircraft happened in
the past time; therefore, the action of reporting happened before the past time.
Furthermore, that the pilot reported something is seen from the moment the aircraft
was lost.
In other words, the perfective auxiliaries seen in all of the examples above
emphasize on the result or effect felt in the present time because of something
happened in the past time or the experience that someone has. Contrasted to the
main verbs standing alone, the perfective auxiliaries do not emphasize directly on
the completed action. Thus, the perfective aspects are used less frequently in the
samples of headline news.
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c.

Progressive Aspects
In the samples of headline news, the progressive aspects are observed

through the use of the progressive auxiliaries followed by –ing forms. From the
study, it is found out that all progressive auxiliaries are employed in the headline
news articles without other auxiliaries.
In this part, the meanings of progressive aspects are discussed. Progressive
aspects show actions that are still going on at the moment. In contrast with main
verb standing alone showing the terminate aspect, which has been mentioned
before, the auxiliaries showing progressive aspect expresses that certain action is
not completed. The example of the progressive aspect can be seen in the following
sentence:
42)

“…we know many people are still recovering from hard times,” (The
Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 2nd, 2007, p.1, data no. A257).
From the example above, it is seen that the action recover started at certain

point of time in the past, but the emphasis is on the progress of the action: the
action now still takes place. This is also applied to the progressive aspect in past
time, as seen in:
43)

..., commercial lending rates were still hovering at between 14 and 15
percent, a level that was still too high to encourage meaningful growth in
the real sector. (The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 27th, 2007, p.1, data
no. A351).
At the past moment pointed by the reporter, the commercial lending rates

were hovering at certain level. The hovering might start sometime before the past
time, but the emphasis is on the happening that the lending rates were hovering.
However, in the verb phrase are recovering, the action might be some time in the
future ended because the purpose of the process is achieved, while in were
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hovering, there is no purpose of the action (hover) expressed. The later progressive
aspect only express the temporary condition of certain subject, and the condition
does not need certain goal, while the former progressive aspect expresses that the
subject is doing something to achieve certain goal (in this case, the people is trying
to recover from hard time and the goal is being recovered).
In contrast with the main verbs standing alone that is plain and objective as
stated before, the progressive aspect is more descriptive, because it refers to the
process of the action that may stimulate someone to imagine the thing that is being
described. The progressive aspect is also lively and expressive because it may show
certain tone (Curme, 1966: 260-261). As seen in the two examples mentioned
before, the former example shows that there is a tone of regret and pity because
some people are still struggling to recover from hard times, while in the later
example, there is a tone of disappointment that the lending rates is stuck in the level
that is too high to encourage meaningful growth in the real sector. Thus, the
progressive aspects are used less frequently in the samples of the headline news.
3.

Moods of the Finite Verb Phrases

a.

Indicative
In the samples of headline news, the indicative mood, which represents

actions or states as facts, is observed in most of the main verbs standing alone (246
out of 252 verbs) and in the negative do-periphrasis constructions (8 verbs). They
are also observed in all of the main verbs with perfective aspects, most of the main
verbs with progressive (13 out of 15 verbs) and passive auxiliaries (29 out of 30
verbs) and in most of the combinations of two auxiliaries (10 out of 15 verb
phrases). The indicatives are also observed in the use of indicative modal
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auxiliaries (25 out of 30 modals), which are discussed in section 3. d. In other
words, the occurrence of the indicative mood is in 358 verbs or 94.96%. From the
frequent occurrence of the indicative mood, it is seen that the samples of headline
news contain facts or the news delivered through the use of the indicative sentences
are factual.
Firstly, indicative moods are observed in 246 main verbs standing alone.
The main verbs laundered, depend on, and presents as explained in section 1. a.
represent events that really occur in reality. Thus, these verbs show the indicative
mood, because they represent certain actions as facts. In the negative constructions
of the main verbs standing alone (constructions with the do-periphrasis auxiliaries),
the indicative mood is also found, as seen in the example:
44)

“Just arrest him. I don’t need compensation…” (The Jakarta Post,
Saturday, January 6 th, 2007, p.1, data no. A265).
As it has been discussed before, in the example, it is observed that the

negative do-periphrasis is expressing the absence of action (e.g. the action of
needing as in 44) above). The absence of action is a fact: it is true and factual that
the speaker in 44) does not need any compensation. It can also be said that the
action of not needing is a fact. Thus, the negative construction with the doperiphrasis expresses the indicative mood.
Furthermore, in 27 perfective aspects like in the verb phrases has caused,
has been, and had reported as discussed in section 1. b., the indicative moods are
also observed. These verb phrases represent facts because the occurrences of the
actions introduced by these verb phrases are true or they exist in the reality. The
indicative mood is also found in 13 progressive aspects like in verb phrase were
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hovering as discussed in section 1. c. As in the perfective aspects, this verb phrase
introduces an event that really occurs in the reality.
Next, the indicative mood is observed in 29 passive voices like in verb
phrases was quoted, was sent, is submerged, are targeted, is scheduled as discussed
in section 4. The actions or events represented by these verb phrases represent the
facts or things that really exist in the reality. Thus, these verb phrases also show the
indicative mood. The indicative mood is also observed in the combinations of two
auxiliaries as in the verb phrase had been identified, which shows that the action of
identifying really exists in the reality.
Furthermore, the negative constructions of other auxiliaries than the doperiphrasis (the perfective, passive, and modals) also show the indicative moods.
Like the negative do-periphrasis, they introduce the absence of actions or events, as
seen in …but I haven’t seen any significant pressures lately (The Jakarta Post,
Saturday, January 27th, 2007, p.1, data no. A356). From this example, it is implied
that the action of seeing is absence. Furthermore, the absence of the action is a fact,
because it is true that the speaker in the example does not have the experience of
seeing any significant pressures. In the samples of the headline news, there are 4
negative constructions out of 30 modal auxiliaries, 3 negative constructions out of
27 perfective auxiliaries, 1 negative construction out of 30 passive auxiliaries and
none in the form of progressive auxiliaries. The small occurrences of the negative
constructions show that the samples of the headline news deals mostly with the
presence of events.
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b.

Subjunctive
The subjunctive moods occur in 17 verbs (4.51%): in few of the main verbs

standing alone (4 out of 252 verbs), passive voices (1 out of 30 verbs), and
progressive aspects (2 out of 15 verbs). The subjunctive moods are also observed in
subjunctive modals (5 out of 30 modals) and combination of two auxiliaries
containing the subjunctive modals (5 out of 15 combinations), both of them will be
discussed in other sections.
Firstly, few of the main verbs standing alone show the subjunctive mood,
with 4 verbs, as seen in the following example:
45)

“Let us pray that the objects really belong to the Adam Air plane.” (The
Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 9th, 2007, p.1, data no. A83, A84).
In sentence 45) above, the subjunctive mood is seen in the main verb belong

to. Subjunctive form represents something that is not fact or reality, as Curme
writes that the event or action only exists in the mind of the speaker as a desire,
wish, or hope of realization (1966: 54). The verb belong to above explains the
subject (the objects) that are hoped to be the part of the Adam Air plane. The action
of belong to does not really happen, but only exist in the mind of the speaker as his
or her hope. Theoretically, subjunctive verbs are in the forms of base verbs,
whatever the subjects are, and they do not show the time relation. This is clearly
seen in 46) in the example of the passive construction:
46)

…, they demanded he be held accountable for other accidents including the
Sinking of the Senopati Nusantara ferry last Friday… (The Jakarta Post,
Saturday, January 6 th, 2007, p.1, data no. A274).

However, the use of the base main verb to express subjunctive mood is
fading in the samples of the headline news. This fact is observed in the findings of
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the subjunctive mood in the forms of verbs showing concords or time relations, as
in the example:
47)

“Therefore the court asked whether the Indonesian government was willing
to take part in the trial…” (The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 30th, 2007,
p.1, data no. A369).
The verb was willing here, which shows the concord and the past tense,

shows the subjunctive mood because it introduces a concept in the mind of the
speaker. The speaker in the example (the court) asks, it means that it has the
concept in mind to demand an answer that the Indonesian government was willing
to take part. But that the Indonesian government was willing to take part is not
considered as a fact (yet).
c.

Imperative
The imperative mood, which expresses command, occurs with 2 verbs. It is

observed only in the main verbs standing alone. The verb let in sentence 45) in the
previous section shows the imperative mood. With this verb, the speaker expresses
a command to certain person or people (us). The verb let is a first person command
because it is directed to the first person plural us. The imperative mood employs
the imperative verbs, which are always in the base forms not showing the concord
and time relations. The imperative mood does not show facts and are used mostly
in direct speeches, like in example 45), as in dialog in drama; therefore, it is not
used frequently in the headline news.
d.

Modality Information
Furthermore, the definition of mood: the form of verbs that show the

various ways in which the action or state is thought of by the speaker (Curme,
1966: 54) might carry the similar point as the definition of modality: the speaker’s
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judgment of the probability or the obligation involved in what he is saying
(Halliday, 1994: 75). In addition, Curme notes that the modal auxiliaries are used to
express moods, either indicative (1966:79 and Quirk et al., 1980: 98) or
subjunctive (1966: 235). Thus, the discussion of the modal auxiliaries is included in
mood section. Furthermore, as stated in chapter III, in modal auxiliaries, moods and
modality information might stand together.
The modal auxiliaries show the modality information (possibility, logical
necessity, ability, etc.). In this part, two types of modalities related to the moods are
discussed. From the study, it is found that most of the modal auxiliaries show the
indicative mood, which represents the facts that are the main ingredients in news
writing; only 8 auxiliaries show the subjunctive mood. These auxiliaries are shown
in the following examples:
48)
49)
50)

The USNS Mary Sears,…, will arrive on Tuesday…(The Jakarta Post,
Tuesday, January 9th, 2007, p.1, data no. A295).
“We hope, the declaration will boost foreign direct investment in …(The
Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 16 th, 2007, p.1 data no. A323).
…“to avoid actions that could invoke God’s anger.” (The Jakarta Post,
Sunday, 21 st, 2007, p.1, data no. A329).
The modal will in sentences 48) and 49) are used differently. Firstly, the

modal will in sentence 48) shows a specific prediction. This modal expresses the
indicative mood, which represents something that has close relation with the
reality, instead of the exact fact. This type of indicative mood is also observed in
some combinations that contain the indicative modality (to be discussed in another
section). The modal will means that it is predicted that something is happening in
the future, and there is a certainty that the thing will really happen. The fixed plan
is also shown in the adverbial on Tuesday.
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Compared to the modal in sentence 49), the modal will employed in this
sentence show the subjunctive mood or a non-factual thing. The same subjunctive
mood is also observed in combinations that contain the subjunctive modality (to be
discussed in another section). In the example, the action of boosting foreign direct
investment only exists as the hope of the speaker. There is no certainty expressed
there. The modal will in the sentence expresses the subjunctive mood. It explains
the verb hope in the main clause and expresses a desired event or action. The modal
will used in this sentence is not closed to the reality because there is uncertainty
whether it will really happen or not or, there is no guarantee that the event will take
place or not, because the event is only a hope of the speaker.
Next, the modal could in sentence 50) also expresses the subjunctive mood.
From the sentence, we can see that there is no fact implied. The modal could
expresses that it is possible for the actions to invoke God’s anger, but there is no
certainty that the action will occur or not. The action (invoke) only occurs as a
concept in the mind of the speaker. Thus, the modal could expresses something that
is non-factual, and only exists in the mind of the speaker and the past tense shows
the unreality and hypothetical meaning.
Furthermore, the subjunctive modals occur most frequently with 10 modals
(5 subjunctive modals and 5 combinations with subjunctive modals) because,
contrasted to other verbs, the modalities express more shades of meanings (more
variations) in the subjunctives and they express the subjunctives in more effective
ways (Curme, 1966: 78. 235). As in examples 50) and 51), the subjunctives are
expressed with additional meanings of specific prediction (in modal will) and weak
possibility (in modal could). The additional meanings expressed by the modals (e.g.
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prediction, logical necessity, possibility) may strengthen the subjunctive moods, in
that the expressions of hope, demand, concept of actions, uncertainty, or desire are
not only gained from the subjunctive moods expressed by the verb phrases but also
gained from the modals used in the verb phrases. This supports what Curme notes
that in some modalities, there are ideas closely related to those expressed by the
subjunctives, which are conceptions, possibility, necessity, desires, etc. (1966: 61).
Moreover, modal auxiliaries in general (expressing both indicatives and
subjunctives) are used fewer than the main verb standing alone because the modal
auxiliaries does not show the terminate aspect, which refers to actions. The modal
auxiliaries do not deliver the news in a plain tone because they refer to their
meanings (prediction, necessity, possibility, etc.) not directly referring the actions
represented by the verbs, because the modal auxiliaries cannot occur alone in the
verb phrases but they must accompany the main verbs. Thus, the verbs that
represent the actions are the main verbs. The modal auxiliaries occur only to help
the main verbs to express additional meanings such as ability, permission,
prediction, etc. For example, in sentence 50), the action is represented by the main
verb boost. The modal will represent the meaning of prediction. Thus, the meaning
implied in the verb phrase is that someone predicts the boosting.
4.

Passive Voice
In the sample of the headline news, the passive voices are observed in the

finite forms of be followed by the past participle (–ed form). From the study, it is
found out that the passive constructions are employed mostly in simple forms or
without other auxiliaries. Furthermore, the active voices are observed in the rest of
the finite verbs that do not have such forms. Seeing the small number of
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occurrences of the passive auxiliaries, most of other verb phrases are in active
voice, which always provide the agents of the actions.
Like in the active constructions, the passive auxiliaries may be used with an
agent (the subject in the active voice), as seen in 51). They might also occur
without an agent, as seen in 52):
51)
52)

…Saiful was quoted by Reuters as saying. (The Jakarta Post, Tuesday,
January 9 th, 2007, p.1, data no. A288).
Second Brig. Rony Iskandar died of gunshot wounds. His body was sent to
Bayangkara Hospital. (The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 23rd, 2007, p.1,
data no. A337).
In sentence 51), the passive verb phrase is followed by the agent by-phrase

(Quirk and Greenbaum, 1990: 45). The passive agent Reuters in this sentence
becomes the subject in the active form: Reuters quoted Saiful as saying (this
statement). Furthermore, most of the passive voice used in the headline news occur
without the agent, as seen in the sentence 52) above. The passive voice was sent is
not followed by the agent by-phrase, instead, it is directly followed by a
prepositional phrase. In the articles, it is also found out that the passive voice is not
followed by an expressed agent, but the agent can be seen in another form, as seen
in the following sentence:
53)

His house is submerged in a meter of water (The Jakarta Post, Tuesday,
January 2 nd, 2007, p.1, data no. A254).
In the example above, there is no agent by-phrase employed, but when the

sentence is changed into active, the agent (or subject) can be seen: A meter of water
submerges his house. Thus, the agent in the passive form occurs, not in the agent
by-phrase, but in the form of prepositional phrase.
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In this part, the use of passive voice is discussed. From the study it is found
out that there are some reasons that the passive construction may be more preferred
(Quirk and Greenbaum, 1990: 45-46 and Neuman 1980: 117). Firstly, when the
speaker is unsure about the identity of the agent of the action, as seen in the
following example:
54)

“…, so we can’t reveal what cities are targeted…” (The Jakarta Post,
Tuesday, January 2nd, 2007, p.1, data no. A259).
From the example above, the speaker is still uncertain about the agent that

does the threats. Seen from the context, the agents might be someone who is
planning to put bombs in certain places, but since the identity of the person who
plans to bomb certain places is unknown, the speaker chooses not to mention the
subject.
From the above example, it can also be concluded that the choosing of the
passive construction is because the speaker wants to avoid some problem. The
speaker might avoid to be assigned responsible of the statement he or she made. If
the speaker allegedly mentions certain name or certain organization, his or her
statement will be considered as a false claim.
Another thing that might be the reason of the choice of the passive
construction is because the identification of the agent is unimportant or obvious
from the context, as seen in the sentence 52). From this example, it is clear that the
ones who might send a dead body in a gunshot are the medics or other soldiers that
are involved in the gunshot.
One thing might also be the reason that the passive construction is chosen.
In sentence 55) below, the subject is the important idea that is being discussed in
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the sentence. When the subject is the one who is acted upon, the passive voice is
needed, to maintain the same subject throughout the sentence or to avoid the
awkward change of subject in the middle of sentences.
55)

On Saturday, Vice President Jusuf Kalla, who heads the National Disaster
Management Coordinating Board, is scheduled to arrive in Sulawesi and
observe first hand the search and rescue operation. (The Jakarta Post,
Saturday, January 6 th, 2007, p.1, data no. A275).
Furthermore, the active voice is more preferred in the samples of the

headline news. This supports the requirements of the news writing that the news
language must be as attractive as possible. Miller (1969: 55) notes that the use of
active voice increases the pace of the story and the vigor of the style of the news
language.
5.

The Combinations of Different Grammatical Meanings
From the study it is found that there are some combinations of two

auxiliaries used in the articles, including the combination of modal and passive (7
pairs or 1.86%), perfective and passive (4 pairs or 1.06%), modal perfective (2
pairs or 0.53%) and two modals (2 pairs or 0.53%). The combinations of the two
auxiliaries show the combinations of different grammatical meanings. The first
combination, the modal auxiliaries and passive voice is seen in the following
example:
56)

“Of that figure of Rp 808 trillion, Rp 150 trillion can be sourced from the
banking sector,” (The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 27th, 2007, p.1, data
no. A359).
The combination of the indicative modal and the passive auxiliaries

expresses a combination of indicative modality information and passive voice. In
the above example, the modal can expresses possibility. This modal tends to show
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the possibility rather than ability, because the subject is inanimate and there is no
animate agent as the source of the action, as Yule notes that when the agent-source
is absence, the modal can refers to possibility (2004: 93). However, the possibility
is the factual one because there is a certainty expressed. Thus, the modal can
expresses an indicative mood. Furthermore, the passive voice shows that the
subject is the one that is acted upon. Thus, the meaning of the modal and passive
auxiliaries is that it is possible that the money is gained from the banking sector.
The second combination, the perfective and passive auxiliaries, can be seen
in the following sentence:
57)

As Monday evening, only three (of the dead civilians) had been publicly
identified. (The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 23rd, 2007, p.1, data no.
A335).
The combination of the perfective and passive auxiliaries also expresses the

combination of grammatical meanings: perfective aspect and passive voice. From
the above example, the perfective auxiliary shows event happened before the past
time, and the passive auxiliary shows that the subject is the one that is acted upon.
The identification of the three dead civilians happened before the past Monday
morning and the three dead civilians receive the action of identifying.
Next, the combination of modal and perfective auxiliaries is also observed
in the samples of the headline news articles. The example can be seen in the
following sentences:
58)

59)

BI Deputy Governor Hartadi Sarwono said…as inflation may have eased in
January. (The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 27th, 2007, p.1, data no.
A364).
…the central bank had made…since last May, which should have allowed
the banks to lower their lending rates. (The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January
27th, 2007, p.1, data no. A360).
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The first sentence from the examples above shows the indicative modal may
in combination with perfective auxiliary have. The grammatical meanings
combined are the indicative modality information and perfective aspects. The
modal may expresses a factual possibility (Quirk et al., 1980: 97) that the inflation
has eased in January. The possibility is factual, thus, the speaker is slightly sure
that the easing (reduction) of the inflation is almost a reality. The meaning of
factual possibility shows that this modal expresses an indicative mood. If the first
clause is considered as the reporting clause, the modal occurs in the indirect
speech. Usually, if the verb of saying is employed in the past tense, the verb in the
reported clause is back-shifted (Yule, 2004: 272 and Quirk et al., 1980: 786).
However in this case, the reporter wants to show that the wrapping up is also true at
the scope of the future time seen from the speaker’s point of view (the month
January), as Yule notes that sometimes, there will be no backshift if the speaker
thinks that the situation being reported is still true at the time of the report (2004:
272). Furthermore, the perfective auxiliary indicates the result that the inflation is
eased. Thus, the verb phrase may have eased means that in January, it is possible
that the inflation is eased.
Moreover, there is also a combination of the subjunctive modality and
perfective aspect, as seen in sentence 60). The subjunctive modal auxiliary should
expresses a logical necessity that certain thing needs to be treated that way or this
way, or that certain agent needs to act this way or that way. Furthermore, the
perfective auxiliary shows that the action needs to produce the effect of the action.
The action here is allowing the banks to lower their lending rates, and the effect is
that the lending rates are lowered. Thus, the verb phrase should have allowed
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means that by the time the speaker said that, the central bank needed to had allowed
the banks to lower the lending rates, however, the past subjunctive should
expresses that the action (allowing the banks to lower the lending rates) never took
place.
The last combination is the combination of two modal auxiliaries, as can be
seen in the following example:
60)

…lenders giving loans to the same debtor would have to classify them as
non-performing if the debtor failed its obligation to just one of the banks.
(The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 13th, 2007, p.1, data no. A315).
From the above example, it is seen that there are two modal auxiliaries.

Although Quirk et al. notes that a modal auxiliary cannot be combined with another
modal auxiliary (1980: 102), this combination is well-formed because it combines
simple modal (would) and periphrastic modals (have to) (Yule, 2004: 86).
The combination of the two modals expresses the combination of meanings.
The subjunctive modal would expresses the hypothetical meaning that probably the
lenders have to classify certain object, but this things never took place, because the
condition in the sub clause is not met. It has been discussed before that the past
form here shows the subjunctive mood. Furthermore, the modal have to means
obligation: the lenders are obligated to classify certain object. Thus, the verb phrase
means that probably, the lenders were obligated to classify certain object if the
condition in the sub clause was met. The past tense shows that this action did not
occur and the reality is the vice versa.
Having analyzed closely the types of finite verb phrases in terms of aspects,
moods, voices and tenses, we can finally answer the second problem of this study.
The grammatical meanings indicated by the types of the finite verb phrases used
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the samples of the headline news articles of The Jakarta Post issued in January
2007 are tenses (past and present tense), aspects (terminate, perfective and
progressive), moods (indicative, subjunctive and imperative), voices (active and
passive).

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

In this chapter, the writer will conclude the whole analyses that have been
done; referring the problems to be answered and they are: types of finite verb
phrases used in The Jakarta Post headline news issued in January 2007 and what
grammatical meanings they indicate.
In general, the types of the verb phrases used in the samples of The Jakarta
Post headline news issued in January 2007 include finite verb phrases (e.g.
welcome, includes, will require), which are the focus of this study, and non-finite
verb phrases (e.g. to expand, and seeking).
As for the first problem, the types of the finite verb phrases used in the
samples of the headline news of The Jakarta Post issued in January 2007 include
main verbs that stand alone such as laundered, includes, and depend on, and the
auxiliaries that stand with the main verbs. The auxiliaries that stand with the main
verbs include the modal auxiliaries, like in will arrive, passive auxiliaries, like in
was quoted, perfective auxiliaries, like in has caused, progressive auxiliaries, like
in are still recovering. Moreover, there are also some combinations of two
auxiliaries: the combinations of the modal and passive auxiliaries, such as can be
sourced, the combinations of the perfective and passive auxiliaries, such as had
been publicly identified, the combinations of the modal and perfective auxiliaries,
such as may have eased, and the combinations of two modal auxiliaries, such as
will need to amount. Furthermore, the negative do-periphrasis auxiliaries like did
not issue are also found in the articles.
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As for the second problem, these types of the finite verb phrases may
indicate some grammatical meanings. Firstly, they indicate the tenses. The tenses
include past tense, which shows the hypothetical past, the definite past time, the
past event seen from the past point of view, the progress of certain actions seen
from the past point of view, and the subjunctive modals (modalities in past forms)
may refer to the present time. Next, the tenses include the present tense, which
represents the present time without reference to specific time, the present habits,
actions that are still in progress, the recent changes, and historic present (verbs in
present tense that refers to the past time). The verbs in present form may also show
the imperative mood. Both tenses can be used to express the futurity, thus the
futurity here is considered as the meaning of the verb forms, not tenses.
Secondly, the finite verb phrases may indicate aspects: the terminate aspect,
which represent an action that is finished as a whole, perfective aspect, which
represents certain events or actions that happened in the past and is still connected
to the present time, and progressive aspect, which represents actions that are still in
progress. Next, the finite verb phrases indicate the moods: the indicative mood,
which represents facts and things that have close relations with the reality, the
subjunctive mood, which represents things that exist only in the mind of the
speaker or the writer as some concepts, and the imperative mood, which expresses
command or request. Closely related to moods, the modality information is also
observed in the headline news. Lastly, the finite verb phrases show the voices:
active and passive voices. The active voices, which always occur with the agents of
the actions, are indicated by the absence of the passive auxiliaries, which mostly
occur without the agents that do the actions.
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Generally, we can conclude that the finite verb phrases, either main verbs
standing alone or auxiliaries standing with the main verbs, that are used in the
headline news of The Jakarta Post issued in January 2007 indicate the tenses,
aspects, moods, and voices.
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APPENDICES
Lists of Finite Verb Phrases in Nine Samples of The Jakarta Post Headline
News, January 2007
Main Verbs Alone
No
1

January 2, 2007

Tenses

Moods

past

indicative

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Thousands of people welcomed 2007
While some people preferred to take part in the
countdown
Others went to recreational spots
The fireworks ... started 15 minutes late
Nothing happened at the count of zero
As crowds of revelers paraded around the city
Police handed out traffic tickets
There were no celebrations
M. Saleh said
This was the first time

past
past
past
past
past
past
past
past
past

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

He and his family spent New Year's Eve
We usually go into town
Saleh, father of two, said
15,000 people are still homeless
It is a sad, sad New Year
We miss our son
We usually spent the New Year's Eve
said Astuti
who lost her son

past
present
past
present
present
present
past
past
past

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Festives were also low key in Yogyakarta
At least 5,800 people died in the quake
Many residents held community prayers
It is unethical
We know many people are still recovering
said Purwanto
Less people went to
The provincial administration shut several roads
... and rerouted traffic
Adj. Sr. Comr. Pudji Astuti said
New Year's Eve celebration ... went on peacefully
It is an intelligent report
Pudji said
Police ... are on the alert
..., she said
Our best shooters and bomb squads were on alert
..., she said

past
past
past
present
present
past
past
past
past
past
past
present
past
present
past
past
past

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative

91

92

No
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

No
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

January 6, 2007
Searchers slaughtered a buffalo
Searchers consulted psychics Friday
Adam Air jetliner went missing
Thousands of soldiers and police continued a massive
search
Bad weather continued to hamper
There were still no signs
..., said the commander of the Hassanuddin Air Base
Flight KI-574 vanished from radar screens
Report said
All contact with the air-craft was lost
Protesters ... called for the resignation of Transportation
Minister
They demanded
Rescuers expressed optimism
A relative .... said
Just arrest him
I just want them found
he told Metro TV
Rescue team enlisted the help of local shamans
Rescue team slaughtered a buffalo
When we come to a new place
Zakariya told AFP
This is an alternative measure
he said
Singaporean Air Force joined the search
Antara reported
The team includes members of the US National
Transportation Safety Board...
Rumors about the fate of the plane spread around
the air-craft blew up in mid air
terrorists detonated a bomb
...or sabotaged the plane
The Vice President Jusuf Kalla who heads
...and observed first hand the search and the rescue
operation
January 9, 2007
Officials are not certain
They are wreckage from Adam Airplane
...which disappeared a week ago
There was a significant signals
There were objects under the water
Let. Kol. Tony Saiful said
It is clearly metal
what it is
Saiful said
Saiful said
He added

Tenses

Moods

past
past
past

indicative
indicative
indicative

past
past
past
past

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative

past
past

indicative
indicative

past

indicative

past
past
past
past
present
present
past
past
past
present 2
past
present
past
past
past

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
imperative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative

present
past
past
past
past
present

indicative
indicative
subjunctive
subjunctive
indicative
indicative

past

indicative

Tenses
present
present
Past
Past
past
past
present
present
past
past
past

Moods
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative

93

81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

The ships were not able to determine
They belonged to the wreckage of the missing plane
Let us pray
The objects really belong to the Adam Air plane
Saiful said
Pom Pom district in Mamuju regency reported
They spotted a plane flying low
the Adam Air went missing
We followed up the information
...and caught the signal of the objects
Saiful said
The Adam Air plane disappeared in bad weather
The pilot reported cross winds
...and asked for safe coordinates from the Airport in
Makassar
...which already includes at least four ships
Officials later said

No

January 13, 2007

97
98

The Central Bank appears to staying with the carrot
It continues relaxing lending regulations
Burhanuddin Abdullah unveiled the eight new banking
and monetary policies
it usually presents its latest assessments
Burhanuddin said
if the debtor failed its obligation
Muliaman D. Hadad said
This was due to economic force major conditions
Lending growth was only at about 10 percent as of
November…
The relaxed policies come
The Central Bank itself previously estimated
BI expects lending growth to rebound to 18 percent this
year
High inflations and interest rates .... affected the level of
credit
Many existing loans also became non-performing
...which made banks reluctant

99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
No
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121

January 16, 2007
Leaders from 16 Asian Nations signed Monday a
declaration
... and vowed to work closely...
the ten leaders of ASEAN....expressed a commitment to
reduce their countries dependence....
The leaders also pledged to intensify the energy
efficiency
...that allow for the continued use of fossil fuels
the declaration read
it was Japan
...that caused the biggest stir
It announced US$ 2 billion aid package
AFP reported

past
past
present
present 2
past
past
past
past
past
past
past
past
past

indicative
indicative
imperative
subjunctive
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative

past
present
past

indicative
indicative
indicative

Tenses

Moods

present
present

indicative
indicative

past
present
past
past
past
past

indicative
indicative
indicative
subjunctive
indicative
indicative

past
present
past

indicative
indicative
indicative

present

indicative

past
past
past

indicative
indicative
indicative

Tenses

Moods

past
past

indicative
indicative

past

indicative

past
present
past
past
past
past
past

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
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122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
No
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163

...which mostly relies on the Middle East for its oil
imports
Abe said
AFP reported
Tokyo's aid package included training 1,500 engineers
and researchers
Regional leaders agreed to increase the use of bio fuels
They also pledged to increase investment
Most nations....depend on supplies on fossil fuels from
other countries
The largest portion of China's imports constitute oil and
gas to support...
Only Indonesia and Malaysia have significant oil
resources
....Indonesia has in recent years...
Dian Triansyah Djani said
Dian said
Hassan Wirayudha represented President .... at the
summit
The president returned home early from the meeting last
week
We hope the declaration....
We expect to adopt technology...
Dian said
Leaders also discussed the advantages of nuclear power
South Korea .... already use nuclear plants to...
South Korea earlier offered to sell...
When President .... visited Jakarta in December
January 21, 2007
An Islamic calendar was a time for solemnity and
introspection
Thousands spent Friday night at prayer gatherings
Others prayed...
...mediated individually in the traditions of tirakat
It is also an annual festival
Tourists share the excitement of the parades
The first day of Muharram coincides with the 1 Suro in
the....
The coincidence of...was an invention of the third King
...and became effective in 1633
He intended to unite a kingdom
people were either Hindu or Muslim
Rituals,...., are part of Javanese Grebek Suro tradition
...which fell on Saturday this year
Victims of last year's earth quake in Bantul prepared a
customary rice cone and chickens
We engaged in tirakatan...
said Sugiman a local in Bantul
Presidents of a neighbouring areas said...
They held prayers around the local lake
Thousands joined the parades of sience
The parades started at midnight
....called on people to be patient, strong and keep

indicative
present
past
past

indicative
indicative

past
past
past

indicative
indicative
indicative

present

indicative

present

indicative

present
present
past
past

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative

past

indicative

past
present
present
past
past
present
past
past

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative

Tenses

Moods

past
past
past
past
present
present

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative

present
past
past
past
past
present
past

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative

past
past
past
past
past
past
past
past

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative

95

164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171

working
I am sure Allah's will....
...the problems we face...
he said
Nahdlatul Ulama urged Muslims to....
Antara reported
the NU statement said
Night long wayang shows also drew crowds
recreational sides....were full of people

present
present
past
past
past
past
past
past

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative

No
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186

January 23, 2007
One police officer and...died in a gun battle..
the police said
security forces arrested 18 alleged militants
...and seized a large haul of bombs...
...which represented a sharp escalation...
...whether they were members of....
Bigjen Badrodin Haiti told the Associated Press.
...but they are part of a dangerous armed-group...
...violence that gripped the region from 1998 to 2001
They were Mahmud, Ustad and Idrus and Yakub
Second Brigjen Rony Iskandar died of gunshot
Four police officers...sustained injuries
Haiti said
The clash began early on Monday in Poso
Another policeman told Reuters...

Tenses
past
past
past
past
past
past
past
present
past
past
past
past
past
past
past

Moods
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative

past
past
past
past
past
past
past

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative

past
present
past
past
past
present
past

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative

past
present
past
past
past

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative

187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205

No
206

Detik.com news portal reported the two civilians
bystanders...
The shoot ended at sunset
Poso residents remained in their homes...
Activities at ...ground to a halt
...and many traders closed their shops
Government offices were also deserted
Civil servants went home early...
Central Sulawesi Governor...expressed concern over the
security officers...
There are many other things...
he asked
The Governor said...
but the clash left them in uncertainty
I take pity on them
Paliudju said
Trimedya Pandjaitan also expressed sorrow over the
deaths
We regret the demise of the victims
what the police did...
what the police did was procedurally correct
he said

January 27, 2007
The Governor of Bank Indonesia says

Tenses
present 1

Moods
indicative

96
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
No
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252

Burhanuddin Abdullah told a seminar
He stressed that there...
There was much that...
...remained to be done
He said
Burhanuddin said
This was despite the fall in the central bank's key rate
Burhanuddin stressed that...
There is no guarantee
Sarwono said
The central bank saw more room
Consumer prices in December rose 6.5 percent
The central Statistics Bureau reported on Jan 2
Prices rose 1.2 percent
Consumer prices rose 1 percent
Sarwono said
There was inflationary pressure
Sri Mulyani Indrawati predicted last month
January 30, 2007
Tommy Soeharto laundered 36 million Euros
...he allegedly kept it in a French bank
Tommy illegally obtained the money
Abdul Rahman Saleh told reporters Monday
Abdul Rahman said ...
...his office had evidence
Tommy Soeharto opened the account
...New Order regime collapsed
Tommy ...got an early release from prison
Abdul Rahman said ...
Tommy's company sued the bank
...because it refused to release 36 million euros
The Financial Times reported last week
BNI Paribas assumed the money in the bank...
said Abdul Rahman said
The Court asked
Indonesia believes the money...
...and (the money) belongs to the state
Tommy's lawyer...denied the accusation
Garnet acquires the money from trading in Europe
The Financial Report and Analysis Center in Indonesia
has the report
He added
Abdul Rahman said
he said
The Attorney General's Office...declined to answer
reporter's question
Tommy...and his siblings continue to run many
companies
...many companies they established during Soeharto's
heyday
Soeharto resigned from his presidency on May 21, 1998

past
past
past
past
past
past
past
past
present
past
past
past
past
past
past
past
past
past
Tenses

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
Moods

past
past
past
past
past
past
past
past
past
past
past
past
past
past
past
past
present
present
past
present 1

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative

present
past
past
past

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative

past

indicative

present

indicative

past
past

indicative
indicative
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2.
No

Auxiliaries Standing with Main Verbs
January 2, 2007

Tenses

258
259
260
261
262

The wireworks operators did not hear the
countdown
His house is submerged in a meter of
water
Three districts in Langkat regency have
been badly flooded
Sri Sultan Hamengkubuwono had asked
people to restrain themselves
Many people are still recovering from
hard times
New Year's Eve is traditionally
celebrated
What cities are targeted
Police have increased security
We can't reveal
or if (the threats) will materialize or not

No

January 6, 2007

253
254
255
256
257

273
274

None of our search efforts... have yielded
results
Report said the pilot had reported heavy
winds
I don't need compensation
Psychics are also helping the search
4,00 passengers are still missing
the air-craft had crashed in Lake Tempe
Food offerings were made
Prayers were offered
We have still not found anything
Alternative measure that we are using
A six member team of ....is expected in
Sulawesi
He be (held) accountable

275
276
277
278
279

The Vice President Jusuf Kalla who... is
scheduled to arrive in Sulawesi
the operation would continue Saturday
Hatta should be put into police custody
We have to greet the spirits here
You can see

No

January 9, 2007

263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272

280
281
282
283

An Indonesian Navy ship has detected
three metal objects
The metal debris was reportedly
detected
Four other Navy Ships have been
deployed
The objects were found

Types of
Auxiliaries

Moods

past

do-periphrasis

indicative

present

indicative

present

Passive
Perfective/
Passive

past

Perfective

indicative

present

Progressive

indicative

present
present
present
present
present 2

Passive
Passive
Perfective
Modal
Modal

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
subjunctive

Tenses

Types of
Auxiliaries

indicative

Moods

present

perfective

indicative

past
present
present
present
past
past
past
present
present 2

perfective
do-periphrasis
progressive
progressive
perfective
passive
passive
perfective
progressive

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative

present
present

passive
passive

indicative
subjunctive

present 2
past 4
past 3
present
present

passive
modal
modal/passive
modal
modal

indicative
indicative
subjunctive
indicative
indicative

Tenses

Types of
Auxiliaries

Moods

present

perfective

indicative

past

passive

indicative

present
past

passive/perfective
passive

indicative
indicative

98
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
No
298
299
300
301
302
303
304

305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315

The debris was located
He did not issue a mayday call
or (did not) report any malfunctions
We are waiting for the US Ship
Saiful was quoted by Reuters as
saying
the plane had been spotted
accounts from a local village were
relayed to the highest level
We cannot confirm
We may lower a mini sub-marine
We will just wait
We will continue investigating them
The USNS Marry Shears,... will arrive
... Which could help us
Indonesian Officers will be cautious in
announcing any discovery
January 13, 2007
...which has not yet benefited from the
recent improvement
a loan has gone bad or not
Existing loans have turned bad
Risk management is maintained over
the loans
Indonesia's banking sector is plagued
with problems
it had established in previous year
they have chosen to invest their funds
in...
Actual development and economic
activities has created stagnancy in
Indonesia's micro economy
Among the areas softened will be more
lax criteria for loans going bad
The Central Bank would be even more
proactive
BI will require banks to strengthen their
risk managements on loans
The Central Bank will postpone a July
2007 deadline
Banks will also be required to
determine the non-performers
The Central Banks will also raise
This will not only include loans for
major infrastructure projects
BI will also allow banks to continue
giving out loans
...and may wrap up 2006 at just 13
percent
The same debtor would have to classify
them a non-performing

past
past
past
present

passive
do-periphrasis
do-periphrasis
progressive

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative

past
past

passive
passive/perfective

indicative
indicative

past
present
present
present 2
present 2
present 2
past 3

passive
modal
modal
modal
modal
modal
modal

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative
subjunctive

present 2

modal

indicative

Tenses

Types of
Auxiliaries

Moods

present
present
present

perfective
perfective
perfective

indicative
indicative
indicative

present 2

passive

indicative

present
past

passive
perfective

indicative
indicative

present

perfective

indicative

present

perfective

indicative

present 2

modal

indicative

past 4

modal

indicative

present 2

modal

indicative

present 2

modal

indicative

present 2
present 2

modal/passive
modal

indicative
indicative

present 2

modal

indicative

present 2

modal

indicative

present

modal

indicative

past 3

modal/modal

subjunctive

99

No

January 16, 2007

323

We are committed to promote cleaner
and lower emissions technologies
....has improved energy efficiency at a
rate of 37 percent
Indonesia has in recent years been a net
oil importer
The energy security declaration was
proposed by Indonesia
...fluctuation have also driven all east
Asian countries
Indonesia is currently finalizing
preparations to build its fast....
Australia,..., has expressed a readiness to
sell
the declaration will boost foreign direct
investment in energy

No

January 21, 2007

316
317
318
319
320
321
322

327
328
329
330

The Islamic New Year...was
commemorated Friday and Saturday
A series of disasters around the country
have provided a good justification for.....
They can get a share of the blessings
...so our country can be free of all the
disasters and accidents...
We will be able to get through them
...that could invoke God's anger
Seeking to repent and ...would help....

No

January 23, 2007

331

I don't want to speculate...
...that has caused the mood in Central
Sulawesi
the mood in central Sulawesi has been
tense
the nine dead civilians were believed to
be members of...
Only three had been publicly identified
The bodies of the deceased were sent to
Poso General hospital
His body was sent to Bayangkara
Hospital
Sporadic gunfights were still occurring
the two civilians bystanders were
rushed to the Poso General Hospital...
when the Muslims evening called to
prayer was heard
Police officers were stationed
Why didn't they try persuasion
...residents of Poso had wanted peace

324
325
326

332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340
341
342
343

Tenses

Types of
Auxiliaries

Moods

present 2

passive

indicative

present

perfective

indicative

present

perfective

indicative

past

passive

indicative

present

perfective

indicative

present

progressive

indicative

present

perfective

indicative

present 2

modal

subjunctive

Tenses

Types of
Auxiliaries

Moods

past

passive

indicative

present
present

perfective
modal

indicative
indicative

present
present 2
past 3
past 4

modal
modal
modal
modal

subjunctive
indicative
subjunctive
indicative

present

Types of
Auxiliaries
do-periphrasis

indicative

present

perfective

indicative

present

perfective

indicative

past
past

passive
passive/perfective

indicative
indicative

past

passive

indicative

past
past

passive
progressive

indicative
indicative

past

passive

indicative

past
past
past
past

passive
passive
do-periphrasis
perfective

indicative
indicative
indicative
indicative

Tenses

Moods

100

344
345
346
347
No

for a long time
I don't know when Poso residents will
be able to live peacefully
They are now living in frightening
situation
...which could be done by the police
Poso residents will be able to live
peacefully
January 27, 2007

363
364

if the government's growth target is
(going) to be met
the central bank had made significant
cuts
the central bank had cut its benchmark
rate
commercial bank lending rates were still
hovering at between 14 and 15 percent
the central bank had managed to lay
strong...
lending growth in ....had been
disappointing
The House of Representative is
deliberating the amendment
,...which were first proposed more than
two years ago
I haven't seen any significant pressures
lately
the country's economy is expected to
expand by between...
will need to amount
Rp 150 trillion can be sourced from the
banking sector
...which should have allowed the banks
to lower...
lower lending rates would not be enough
and manpower regimes would also be
needed
the amendments...will actually be passed
this year
inflation may have eased in January

No

January 30, 2007

348
349
350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362

365
366
367
368
369
370

The Attorney's General Office is
collecting data
We are collecting evidence
The Guernsey Court is already trying a
case filed by Tommy's company
The money in the bank was obtained
from corruption here
whether the Indonesian government was
willing to take part in the trial
the money was obtained through

present

do-periphrasis

indicative

present
past 3

progressive
modal/passive

indicative
subjunctive

present 2

modal

indicative

Tenses

Types of
Auxiliaries

Moods

Present 2

progressive

subjunctive

past

perfective

indicative

past

perfective

indicative

past

progressive

indicative

past

perfective

indicative

past

perfective

indicative

present

progressive

indicative

past

passive

indicative

present

perfective

indicative

present
present 2

passive
modal/modal

indicative
subjunctive

present

modal/passive

indicative

past 3
past 4

modal/perfective
modal

subjunctive
indicative

past 4

modal/passive

indicative

present 2
present

modal/passive
modal/perfective

indicative
indicative

Tenses

Types of
Auxiliaries

Moods

present
present

progressive
progressive

indicative
indicative

present

progressive

indicative

past

passive

indicative

past
past

progressive
passive

subjunctive
indicative
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371
372

373
374
375
376
377

corruption
It was not obtained through corruption
Kaligis was quoted as saying
the Attorney General Office's
involvement...did not necessarily mean
that Tommy...
He and his family had allegedly amassed
a huge fortune
His office would bring the evidence
Tommy would be officially charged
with graft
We will appear in the court case on the
bank's freezing of Tommy's

past
past

passive
passive

indicative
indicative

past

do-periphrasis

indicative

past
past 4

perfective
modal

indicative
indicative

past 3

modal/passive

indicative

present 2

modal

indicative

Notes:
1
The present forms indicate past time
2
The present forms indicate future time
3
The past forms indicate present time
4
The past forms indicate future time
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B.

Lists of Non-Finite Verb Phrases in Nine Samples of The Jakarta Post
Headline News, January 2007

No

January 2, 2007

20

to anticipate New Year's
celebrations
despite police receiving
reports
bomb threats targeting
nine cities

39

when using very hightech devices
enlisting the help of
Singapore

1

welcomed 2007 by
taking to...

21

2

blowing paper horns

22

3

watching fireworks

23

to safeguard shopping
malls

42

4

preferred to take part
to kick of the New
Year
leaving an
embarrassed Jakarta
Governor

24

shopping malls

43

National Disaster
Management
Coordinating Board
to arrive in Sulawesi

No

January 9, 2007

5
6
7
8
9

an embarrassed
Jakarta Governor
standing in bemused
silence
the badly flooddamaged town

No

January 6, 2007

40
41

some suggesting

25

Adam Air jetliner went
missing

44

caught by the Navy
ship

26

to hamper the operation

45

showing there were
objects

46

as quoted by Reuters

47

to determine whether
they...

48

the missing plane

49

Let us pray that...

50

based on information

51

identified as
Baharudin
a plane flying low

27
28

adding the operation
would continue
after departing from
Surabaya
Demonstrating in front
of his office
including the sinking of
the...
the sinking of the
Senopati Nusantara ferry
optimism of finding
more...

10

a house to go home to

29

11

to be with the crowds

30

12

going to town

31

13

to see the festive

32

14

to restrain
themselves

33

finding more survivors

52

15

to respect the victims

34

after locating another

53

16

instead of partying

35

54

17

to throw parties

36

I want them found
saying the aircraft had
crashed

to detect metal
underwater
to join the search

55

as saying

37

food offerings

56

in announcing any
discovery

38

to clear the path

57

erroneously saying

18
19

to celebrate the New
Year
areas hit hard by the
quake

103

58
No

without being
checked
January 13, 2007

76

setting excessively strict
criteria

95

77

for determining...

96

lending growth was...

in disbursing credit

59

appears to staying
with...

78

to comply with the...

97

lending growth

60

to inspire more action

79

maintaining it only

98

lending growth to
rebound to...

61

banking sector

80

the planned Rp 500
million

99

nearing the 20 percent
level

62

package policies
revealed Friday

81

lenders giving loans to
the...

100

63

continues relaxing

82

as non-performing

101

64

lending regulations

83

to just one of the banks

102

65

to encourage more
credit disbursement

84

to determine

103

66

the areas softened

85

the non-performing

104

67

loans going bad

86

68

to give out loans

87

69

new banking

88

based only on the
debtor's...
the maximum lending
limit
loans related to all
activities

105

existing loans
became nonperforming
reluctant to provide
more loans

106

to invest their funds

107

not reaching the real
sector
January 16, 2007

71

regarding the
economy
in pushing bank

72

to channel more loans

91

giving out loans

109

73

by relaxing the
lending regulations

92

existing loans

110

74

lending regulations

93

relaxed policies

111

75

to strengthen their
risk management

94

Indonesia's banking
sector

112

70

with high lending
rates
high lending rates
making a consumers
and companies...
reluctant to take on
more loans

89

cheap housing

No

90

to continue giving out

108

to work closely
to develop new
sources
a commitment to
reduce
to intensify energy
efficiency
(to) boost nuclear
power

104

113
114

(to) expand existing
renewable energy
systems
existing renewable
energy systems

133

to guarantee the stable
supply

152

134

after signing

153

reinforced by the
influence of
Java's remaining
royal court
according to the
Indonesian National
Encyclopedia

115

to promote cleaner and
lower emissions

135

to agree with
Indonesian's proposal

154

116

the continued use of
fossil fuels

136

citing problems at
home

155

to unite a kingdom

117

while addressing air
pollution

137

regarding alternative
energy

156

including the
washing of...

118

to help Asian nations

138

to adopt technology
from...

157

139

to generate energy

158

119
120

to help Asian nations
develop energy saving
energy-saving
technologies

140

to build its first nuclear
plant
to sell the material to
Indonesia

159

121

training 1,500 engineers

141

122

developing nations

No

123

setting up an energysaving center

142

124

energy-saving center

143

125

to encourage the use of
bio fuels

144

at prayer gatherings

164

126

(to) work toward freer
trade

145

to be followed by a
few days of...

165

127

(to) create common
standards

146

few days of fasting

166

128

to increase investment

147

starting Sunday

167

148

seeking a morsel

168

January 21, 2007
following a series of
disasters
the welcoming of the
dawn

160
161
162
163

the washing of
heirlooms
heirlooms
considered sacred
preparation of
offerings
to mark the New
Year
a missing airplane
emphasizing the
element of ruwatan
rituals to exorcise
evil spirits
to welcome the New
Year
rice cone and
chickens to be
distributed to...
a neighboring area
walking around the
palace
to mark the Islamic
New Year

149

food offerings

169

to be patient

131

including the ASEAN
Power Grid
to support its booming
industry
its booming industry

150

170

(to) keep working

132

increasing demand

151

the blessings
leading to a
combination of ...

171

to keep working

129
130

105

172

to get through them

196

to avoid victims

220

to energize the
economy

173

to avoid actions that
could...

197

to live peacefully

221

including current tax

174

lying

198

175

damaging the harmony of
nature

199

176

engaging in corruption

No

177

seeking to repent

200

total spending

225

178

trying to be honest

201

to amount to some
Rp 808 trillion

226

179

to be honest
would help people get
closer

202

the banking sector

227

180
181
No

enjoying the holiday
January 23, 2007

203
204
205

remained to be done

224

No

January 30, 2007

228

to prove that Tommy
Soeharto...

229

to determine whether
Tommy...
a meeting with The
House

209

lending

233

210

to lower their lending
rates

234

to release 36 million

211

lending rates

235

to take part in the trial

212

bank lending rates
too high to
encourage
meaningful growth
to lay strong macro
economy
lending growth in
Indonesia's
Indonesia's banking
sector
compared to the
forecast of...
lower lending rates
to spur higher
growth

236

trading in Europe

237

was quoted as saying

206

183

other alleged militants

207

184

don't want to speculate

208

185

the al-Qaeda-linked
group

186

a dangerous armed group

188

the country's
banking outlook
the country's banking
outlook held in
Semarang

223

to create more
conducive...
to further reduce its
benchmark
accelerating for the
first time
the beginning of the
month
to expand by between
5.7
after growing 5.5
percent in 2006

231

nine suspected militants

claiming the lives of
more than...
the nine dead civilians

January 27, 2007

222

including improving
the...
improving the
country's
infrastructure
ensuring higher
lending

182

187

a frightening
situation
being informed about
the operation

189

to be members of the
Mujahidddin Kayamanya

213

190

the bodies of the
deceased

214

191

militants using fire arms

215

192

to fight the police

216

193

after being injured

217

194

to avoid possible violence

218

195

to avoid trouble

219

230

232

238
239
240

after serving just a third
of ...
for ordering the
murder
a case filed by
Tommy's

the bank's freezing of
Tommy's
to answer reporter's
question
of sending Tommy to a
local court

241

on money laundering

242

to run many companies

243

after ruling the country
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C. The Nine Samples of The Jakarta Post Headline News Issued in January
2007
Source: The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 2 nd, 2007 entitled ”New Year
Greeted with Joy, Sadness”

107
Source: The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 6th, 2007 entitled ”Physics
Consulted in Search for Plane”

108

Source: The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 9th, 2007 entitled ”Searchers Find
Undersea Debris”

109

Source: The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 13th, 2007 entitled ”BI Softens
Lending Rules in Hope of More Growth”

110
Source: The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 16th, 2007 entitled ”Asian Leaders
Sign Energy Pledge”

111
Source: The Jakarta Post, Sunday, January 21st, 2007 entitled “A Time for
Introspection, Celebration”

112
Source: The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 23rd, 2007 entitled ”10 Killed in
Poso Battle”

113
Source: The Jakarta Post, Saturday, January 27th, 2007 entitled ”More
Spending Needed to Hit Growth Target”

114
Source: The Jakarta Post, Tuesday, January 30th, 2007 entitled ”Officials Take
Look at Tommy Graft Charge”

